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Introducing oilr new low cost Economy Plan for yoilr small firm.

Healtffl
With our
new
Economy
Plan from

Horizon Healthcare, you
can offer your employees
an even wider choice of
quality health plans,
regardless of their budget.
It's the first in our family of
Economy Plans with

convenient referral-free
coverage and rates starting
under $180.  It's a cost-effec-
tive addition to our range of
Healthpass options.

Healthpass offers employees
their choice of 21 different
benefit options from 4 leading
insurance companies with
access to more doctors, nurses
and other healthcare

professionals than any single
plan can offer. And, as always
with Healthpass, you'll get one
bill, write one check, with no
extra costs to you.   Healthpass.
It's enough to make everyone
on your team happy.

Healthpass[
Freedom Of Choice For Small Business.

Call your broker or  1 888131317277 www.healthpass.com
You  get  4  health  insurance  plans  for  the  price  of  1.

eyl : T`::?,I:I.  5H H±L_

Heal,thpass is an initiative of Mayor Rudolph W. Giutianl, City of New York,
in partnership with the New York Business Group on Health.
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Fresh Kills landfall, Slalen Island

Vieuj looking west from across

Fibs Pond, wlun.e Marpillero Pollak

Archilecls is oreating Eibs Pond Park

Green-:Wood Ce'inelery, where restorations

dy  Bresnan Architects are underway

Post oj:f ice Square,  Boston, f tom ptul`s,

Recreation, and Open Space,  dy
Alexander GaTvin

Villa Dall'Ava, by Rev Koolhaas,

/077i Inside Outside: Between
Architecture and Landscape,  dy A723./a

BerTi:zbeitia and Linda Polidh, P.  33
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A major conceptual shift is occurring  in which architecture and landscape design are

beginning to overlap and be seen as existing in time together. In the most avant-garde new

work and in modest projects motivated by ecological awareness, hybrid spatial forms are

transforming the land as well as the structures built on-or into-it. One of the most intrigu-

ing aspects of this trend is the way that it unites aesthetic innovation and the environmental

movement.  And,  while  natural  processes  and  nature  itself  become  components  ih  the

designer's  palette,  synthetic  materials  are  being  embraced,  and  complex  teclinology  is

being used both to build and to desighE The natural and the high-tech are no longer at odds.

At  the  same  time,  landscape,  which  used  to  be  considered  "natural"  and  therefore

perennial,  is  starting  to  be  seen  as  having  a  history,  as  we  learned  too  horrifically  on

September 11. Architecturelcum-landscape projects are being designed with an awareness

of the impact of the past, a desire to correct the negative ravages of time, and plans to evolve

incremehtally the way gardens doE All of these trends were apparent in the finalists' schemes

for Downsview Park in Toronto last year. And now they are evident in projects here.

Articles in this issue of OCULUS trace the origins of the hew deve]opmehts from the first

major  work  of  lahdscapeland-architecture  ih   New  York-Green-Wood   Cemetery  in

Brooklyn-to planning for what may become this city's first major project ih the new genre,

the  reincarnation  of  the  Fresh  Kills  landfill  on  Staten  Island.  Along  the  way  we  stop  to

explore the exemplary hew Eibs Ponds Park, built around and onto a wetlands hot far away.

To place local efforts in a broader context, we include reviews of some important recent

books on architecture and landscape which shed light oh the trend. A summer exhibition on

"Building   Codes"   (which  interpreted  the  topic  in  the  broadest  possible  way)  at  the

Store front  for  Art  and  Architecture  reflected  the  emerging  interest,  for  by  considering

building in the context ol politics and legislation, it demonstrated that the land itself is affect-

ed by these forces, too. And a show this fall on "Working Waterfronts" at the Municipal Art

Society presents another take oh the trend.

We have known for some time that many of the most fertile building sites in this century

will be found in industrial areas, oh browhfie]ds, and along waterfronts-locations where the

history and character of the land will impact building dramatically. The last century, with its

new consciousness of modernity, began by seeing the past as di«erent from the present and

the future; this one is putting time and space, the natural and the manmade back together

agal\n --I.M.



Hatcheries lor the Ari!s
by cifalg REho88

Passersby in Soho

will get a fresh kind
of sneak preview
when the Filmmalc-

ers Collaborative moves into a
five-story cast-iron building
being completely transformed
by CR Studio Architects. The I--
shaped landmarkjust west of
Broadway, at the corner of
Mercer and Howard streets
(one block north of Canal)
will have reflective ceilings so
that hints of the activity inside
will beam down to the street.
Daylight-filled galleries insert-
ed on each floor should pro-
vide casual meeting places for
the independent filmmakers
who will work there, sharing

production offices, editing
suites, and a 30-seat screening
room. Translucent silicone
sheets in walls and doors will
open offices to the light,
while partially screening col-
leagues from one another as
well. Thick walls interrupted
by slots of light will define a
common roof terrace for
screenings, with a view of
screenings, with a view of the
faroff Wall Street skyscrapers.

I In preparation for con-
struction of a $47.5 million
headquarters-what may be
the largest complex for dance
in the United States-Alvin
Ailey Dance Foundation will
demolish the corner building
on Ninth Avenue at 55th
Street ouned by WNET.
Architects [u+Bibliowicz are

working toward a Spring 2004
debut for Ailey's new struc-
ture there-six floors above

grade and two below. Inside,
twelve performance studios
with ceilings higher than 14
feet will range from 1,250
square feet to double that
size.  (The Ailey School cur-
rently offers more than 200
dance classes each week.)
The facility's black-box the-
ater will present Alvin Ailey

programs alongside those by
community dance compa.nies.

Amenities will include dress-
ing rooms, a concession
stand, and a boutique.
Archives, a library, conference
rooms, a costume and dyeing
shop, lounges, and a physical
therapy facility will fill the
remainder of the 71,000
square feetndouble the floor
area currently occupied by
IAIley on West 61st Street.

I Inspired, perhaps, by the
New 42nd Street Studios, a
similar incubator is being
built farther east, to 416 West
42nd Street. Thirty years ago
the site was converted by
Playwights Horizons from a
two-story sex salon; now a
from-theground-up , five-
story, $24 million structure
designed by Mitchell Kurtz for
the same institution will have
a lobby of glass, two mezza-
nines, 40 percent more seat-
ing, a 198-seat main stage
auditorium, a 100-seat
expandable studio theater,
and support space.

One door down theater row is
a new 41-story banded brick
mixed-use building designed
by Hardy Holzman Pfei«er with
Schuman Lichenstein, Claman

Elron as architects of record.
Though the residential tower
is set back 75 feet, the base
maintains the streetwall,
matching the cornice line of
neighboring tenements. Six
theaters for live performance
are to be located in the base.
All but one will be small  (83
to 199 seats)  offoff Broadway
rooms owned and managed
by the 42nd Street
Development Corporation to
replace theaters that were
demolished for redevelop-
ment. The other theater is a
499-seat Shubert Theater
transfer house for Broadway-
scale productions making
their way toward the Great
White Way.  (The stage size,
adjacent wing spaces, and fly
loft are scaled for Broadway,
though seating is limited, as
at an off-Broadway house.)

ON  THE  DRAWING  BOARDS

The underside of the large
theater's orchestra slope will
shape the high ceiling of the

ground floorLelevator lobby
for 260 rental apartments (20

percent of which are reserved
for low- and moderate-
income tenants) . At the cor-
ner of Dyer Avenue, vehicles
arriving from the Lincoln
Tunnel pass a restaurant in
the base.

Competition Winners
The final phase of the Fresh
Kills competition will be in
the hands of teani leaders
Field Operations (James Corner

and Stan AIIen) of Philadelphia
and New York) , Hargreaves
Assceiates, of Sam Francisco;
Tom Leader Studio, of Berkeley,
Rios Associates, of Los Angeles,
John MCAslan + Partners, of

London, and Sasaki Associates,
of watertown, Massachusetts;.

I The developer of the
Filmmakers Collaborative is
campaigning for a $40 mil-
lion museum of art and tech-
nology at 540-548 West 21st
Street, in Chelsea. Directing
the project is Eyebean
Atelier, the nonprofit organi-
zation founded in 1996 by
filmmakerjohn S. Johnson.
Diller+Scofidio, Thomas Leeser,

and MVRDV are among the
finalists now competing for
the 90,000-square-foot build-
ing, which will contain exhibit
and performance spaces,
artist studios, in-house
research areas, classrooms, a
museum store, and offices.

I Diller+Scofidio had been
reported to be one of four
finalists in a competition for a
new home for the Sculpture
Center, which is moving from
the Upper East Side to Long
Island City. Actually, they
dropped out of the competi-
tion when they won the com-
mission to design the Boston
Museum of Contemporary
Art. The actual finalists were
Deborah Berke, Weisz+Yoes, and

Specht Harpman. Ultimately,

Fil,mrmahas Collaborative ,

CR Stwdi,o Architects

(Lea C:loud omd Victoria Rospond)

Filrmwhers Collalorativ e ,
CR Studs,o Architects

Ahoin AIley Dance Fo'undation,

Iu+Bibl;i,owicz

Aivin Ailey DCLrLce Fo'undation,

Iu+Bibhowicz
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Det,ail Of elevation,

Child Care Center, Ishp,

Ke{iin Horn + Andre.uj Goidmcun

Tlurgood Marshall Acaleny,
Ciruun Samton

Tweed Courthouse,  being 1-e'nov(lied for

the  Museum oj` the City  Of New York dy

Cool)er,  Roberlson &  Partners with

Ralph A'Ppell)oum

Pew Sandwich Shop, AC2 Studio
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ON  THE  DIIAWIN®  BOARDS

Maya Lin received the commis-
sion to adapt an existing
8 , 000-square-foot industrial
building on ]ackson Avenue
to house exhibits and an
artist-in-residen ce program ;
the large yard represents an
opportunity for future expan-
sion. The new location,
around the corner from P.S.1,
is in the middle of a burgeon-
ing arts district: next year
MOMA Queens will be open-
ing nearby.

I Stage 11 Competitors (final-
ists) in the Queens Museum
of Art design competition
have been announced by New
York City's Department of
Design and Construction, in

partnership with the Depart-
ment of Cultural Affairs and
the Queens Museum of Art.
They include New York archi-
tects   Fox & Fowle Architects

(Bruce Fowle and Sudhir
jambhekar) , Hanrahan Meyers
Architects (Thomas
Hanrahan) , and Salazar Davis
Architects  (Mauricio Salazar) .

Also named finalists were
Evidence Design  Uonathan C.

8. Pascarosa) , of Brooklyn,
and Eric Owen Moss Architects

(Eric 0. Moss) , of Culver City,
California. First Alternate is
studio bau:ton  (Peter

Grueneisen) , of Los Angeles;
Second Alternate is Allied
Works Architecture (Brad T.

Cloepfil) , of Portland,
Oregon; and Third Alternate
is Colab Architecture  (Felecia

Davis) , of Ithaca, New York.

Horn Child Care
For the U.S. government,
Kevin Horn+Andrew Goldman

has designed a freestanding
7,000-square-foot child care
center across the parking lot
from Richard Meier's federal

courts in Islip. Classroom inte-
riors, for kids under three

years old, are scaled down,
while the facade is decorated
simply, with a large moon win-
dow and smaller diamond-
shaped openings installed

low, for easy viewing by chil-
dren. Additional illumination
comes from Kalwall mounted
vertically. Exterior surfaces of
the building are of white

ground-face concrete block.
The same firm is also master

planning the California State
University's Monterey Bay
Campus.

I In Harlem, Gruzen Samton
has preserved the two historic
street facades of Small's
Paradise during the erection
of a $30 million, six-story sec-
ondary school for the
Thurgood Marshall Academy
on that site. New upper
facades constructed with
materials to match the old
building will step back from
the sidewalk. At the center of
each floor, a "galleria" featur-
ing computers and worktables
will function as a social hub
outside the traditional class-
room setting. Upon comple-
tion the academy will accom-
modate up to 750 students in
its 89,000-square-foot facility.

Further south, the same archi-
tects will gut and renovate the
existing 8,000-square-foot
library at the Dalton upper
school, on East 89th Street.
RIch cherry finishes are

planned for the tenth-floor
room that was built originally
as a school gymnasium. A
stair inserted along one side
of the space will rise to the
existing mezzanine, which is
being enhanced with a
balustrade of curved plate

glass. Wireless technology
should permit students to use
borrowed laptops throughout
the space, though empty race-
ways allow further expansion
of hard-wired connections for

power and data. Video tele-
conferencing, linking the
library with other schools and
universities, is also planned.

History oh Display
To move the Museum of the
City of New York from its
longtime location, on Fifth

Avenue across from Central
Park, Cooper, Robertson &
Partners is working with exhib
it designer Ra[ph Appelbaum.

The Museum will relocate to
the 1872 New York County
`Tweed" Courthouse, which

was designed byjohn Kellum
and Thomas Little, enlarged
by Leopold Eidlitz, and
restored byjohn Walte. The
city has recently rejuvenated
facades at the building on
Chambers Street, in the park
directly behind City Hall. The
museum will share the
140,000-square-foot former
courthouse with a small pri-
vate tenant that provides
tourist services, orienting visi-
tors to the city. Galleries in
the structure, set to inhabit
existing courtrooms, will flow
around the landmarked
rotunda behind the building'{
temple front.

With Washington D.C. exhibit
designers Gallagher & Associl
ates, Cooper, Robertson will
create a new 140,000-square-
foot Civil l^7al` museum and
visitor center at Gettysburg.
The current museum com-

plex centers around a prewar
farmhouse that happened to
be on the battlefield. But
beginning in 2003, two years
of construction will replace
many existing components,
including a parking lot, whicr
now clutter the sacred site.
The famous cyclorama is to
be relocated; new facilities,
including exhibits, a cafe, anc
areas for visitor orientation
will rise on 45 gently rolling
acresjust to the east, within
Gettysburg National Military
Park. The other finalists in
the competition sponsored b)
the National Parks Service
and Gettysburg National
Battlefield Museum Founda-
tion were Kallman MCKinnel &

Wood, of Boston; MGA
Partners, of Philadelphia, The
Smith Group, of Ann Arbor;
and Atkin, OIshin, Lawsoh-Bell

and Associates, of Philadelphia



IN  TIIE  STREEl-SCAPE

\t the Ends of the Earuh

In Beijing, Pei Partnership

has created the head
office for Bank of China.
The building houses

tank executives and space for
Base to tenants.  I.M. Pei served

s a design consultant. Two L-
haped low-rise wings (the
ieight limit in Beijing is 150
eec) wrap a 32,500-square-foot
nterior garden atrium. In bad
reather, people traveling from
>ne avenue to another can cut
hrough the court, where lo-
on rocks (hauled by permit
800 miles from the Yan

'rovince) stand in shallow

tools. Bamboo stalks 50 feet
all were trucked in on a 3rday
c>urney from Hangzhou, in
outhern China. The
869 ,000-square-foot complex

s the first Chinese structure
>uilt of honed Italian traver-
ine. The stones, which were
land-set with 8mmjoints, are
imilar in color to the beige
lust blown over Beijing by
3obi Desert winds. Parking is
)rovided for 500 cars and
!,000 bicycles.

] Last year, HLW completed
he $35,000,000 Kuwait cham-
>er of commerce, in Kuwait
=ity. Linked courtyards suffuse
he 355,200-square-foot build-
ngs with daylight; a metal
)arasol shades the major
iorth-facing athum. Fortified
valls, gates, and a tower evoke
slamic themes.

Architectural Taste
)ne-time Brennan Beer
forman publicist Wendy
3inouris put her fate in the
lands of neighbors Anita
:ooney, Carmine Ciccohe, and
\nthony Caradonna, who work
ogether as AC2 Studio. With
ier husband, a noted neigh-
]orhood baker, Binouris and
he AC2 Studio architects have
:reated Pfew Sandwich Shop
n a store front opposite St.
ohm the Divine. The children
)f employees and customers
)ainted ceramic tiles now
mounted behind the counter.

Another neighbor is designing
the custom stucco antico ceil-
ing. Oak floors underscore
AC2 Studio's custom millwork,
colorful walls, a window bench,
and tables to seat eight. The
sane architects are responsible
for the delightful and crisp Bar
Veloce in the East Village.
Projects now underway include
corporate offices forjohn
Broun publishing and for
Sunny Bates Associates, an
executive search firm.

I Philip Tusa has completed a

pair of residences for clients in
Midtown. His firm will plan
and design the New York
Public Library Information
Technology Group Data
Center, at Donnell Library
Center.

I For the Hudson River Park
Trust and the Battery Park
City Authority Audrey Matlock
has recently completed
redesign of the ground-floor
retail base at the Regatta
Building, at South Cove in
Battery Park City. Matlock
enlarged the community
meeting room already housed
there, and removed dropped
ceilings to float perforated
wood panels in the resulting
13.5-foot-tall volume. Offices

originally planned by Margaret
Helfand were redesigned,
along with space that was con-
figured as a restaurant but
never opened. Now, the

ground floor houses the
administration of the Hudson
RIver Park Trust, which is
building parks along the West
Side Highway, as well as sepa-
rate offices for the security
and maintenance departments
of Battery Park City. Green

guidelines recently adopted
for the neighborhood helped
steer design at the 15,000-
square-foot project. Carpet was
recycled and furniture from
the original conference room
was reconditioned. Office sys-
terns from Face Furniture
incorporate recycled building

products.

Matlock is also set to redesign
roof gardens on the low-rise

parking structure covering a
half-block at Rockefeller
University. She envisions art
screens to reduce incoming
highway noise, and also plans
recreation facilities. And, she
is planning restorations and
substantial additions to a
30,000-square-foot showroom
and museum for Armstrong
building products at the com-

pany headquarters in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

I By reapportioning the
allowable buildable area at 1
Hudson Square, Rosen Johnson
Architects completely trans-
formed one million square
feet of Deco era light-industri-
al real estate to Class-A offices.
An unexpectedly elegant new
three-bay entrance foyer

punctuates the brick Varick
Street facade. Five passenger
elevators and all mechanical
infrastructure are new. On the
roof is a new double-floor

glass-walled penthouse, with
an  18th-floor terrace.

Bank Of China, Bedjing,
Pei Partnership

Regatta Building, Bo,ttery Pork City,

Audrey Matloch

1  Hudson Square,

Rosen Johnson Archit,ects
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Brooklyn 's Green-Wood Cemetery,
Newyork'sBuriedTreasure,dy/cJ+jrtyey
I. Riclrman (Pubdshed by the Cireen-:Wood

Cdrietery,1998, 256 Pages, 8 I/2 xl 1,

469 photographs, 90 in color, cloth, $50

The Chapel,  Gn.ee'n-:Wood Cenetery,

Wa;77ion  G' Wcf mo7ic

The Chapel,  Gn-ee'n-:Wood Cemetery,

Wc".e'n & Wetmore, renovated dy

Bresnan Architects

The Whiiney Tomb,  Cireen-Wood Ce'melery

TILe  Stewa..i 1`omb,  Gn.ee`n-Wood

Cenelery, Sanford While
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IN  THE  STREETSCAPE

Freezing Time at
Green-Wood
dy ]ayne Merke|

Decades before the

first big city parks

appeared, enor-
mous landscapes

were cleared, designed to
resemble paradise, and built
in a few mature American
cities to house the dead. The
early rural cemeteriesr-f
which Green-Wood in Brook-
lyn, established in 1838, is a

prime example-were used as
parks. People visited them on
Sunday outings. Fanilies
invested fortunes in elaborate
monuments and tombs. And
these garden cemeteries pro-
vided models for naturalistic
works of landscape art, like
Central and Prospect Parks,
developed twenty or thirty

years later.

Now, the husband-and wife
team of Joseph and Adrienne
Bresnan are reversing the

process-bringing to Green-
Wood the expertise he devel-
oped much earlier in his
career, when he put together
a master plan for the restora-
tion of Central Park, and the
skills both architects honed
working for the City.

Bresnan Architects' involvement
with the historic cemetery
began in the mid-nineties
whenjoe, as a vice president
of Remco Maintenance
Corporation, restored the

gatehouse which had been
designed by Richard Upjohn
in  1861. When it was finished,
Remco and Platt Byard Dovell
began an exterior restoration
of the 1911 Warren & Wet-
more Chapel, inspired by Sir
Christopher Wren's Thomas
Tower at Christ Church,
Oxford. In 1998, Bresnan
Architects went to work on
the interior of the chapel;
their work received a Lucy G.
Moses Preservation Award
from the New York Land-
marks Conservancy last year.

Now, Platt Byard Dovell is
designing a new mausoleum
elsewhere on the grounds,

and the Bresnans are working
on the 478-acre cemetery as a
whole. With cemetery presi-
dent RIchardj. Moylan, they
have created a program,
called ``Saved in Time," for
the restoration of thirty of the
most endangered major mon-
uments. The program is simi-
lar to the Adopt-a-Monument

planjoe and Kent Barwick
Created for the New York City

parks twenty years ago.

The treasures at Green~Wood
constitute what]oseph Bres-
nan has described as "a virtual
`outdoor museum' of monu-

ments, sculpture, architec-
ture, and history, a very large
time capsule of our urban cul-
Cure...all the styles...diverse

tastes and sentiments...cap-
tuned `in perpetuity' by a host
of gifted artists and artisans."
There are sculptures at
Green-Wood by Augustus
Saint-G;udens and Daniel
Chester French, and tombs by
Stan ford White and Richard
Upjohn. Numerous artists
and architects are buried
there, including William M.
Chase, George Bellows, Louis
Comfort Tiffany, Samuel F. 8.
Morse, Jean-Michel Basquiat,

James Renwick, and]ames
Bogardus.

But the real masterpiece at
Green-Wood is the landscape
itself, with its temple-like
tombs, sculptural markers, lit-
tie lakes, specimen trees, 20
miles of roadways, grottoes,
and hillocks, designed to
idealize nature. The cemetery
was planned by David Bates
Douglass, a West-Point-trained
civil engineer, who became its
first president. In the 1830s,
Kings County was still quite
rural, with farms, open fields,
and little towns such as
Flatbush, Bushwick, and
"Breuckelen," which was

incorporated only four years
before Green-Wood was estab-
lished. The site in what is now
Sunset Park encompassed  the
highest point in the county,
overlooking New York Harbor
(and the Statue of Liberty
today) . The hilly terrain origi-

nally created by prehistoric

glaciers was preserved in
Douglass' plan and empha-
sized with plantings and wind-
ing paths, contrasting dramat-
ically with the gridded city
streets all around, which were

plotted the same year the
cemetery was founded.

Green-Wood influenced
Frederick Law Olmsted's
designs for Central Park in
1859 and Prospect Park tiust
north of the cemetery and
only slightly larger)  in 1865.
But because the cemetery,
where 600,000 people are
buried, is both well kept and
unchanged, it gives a better
idea than many parks of what
nineteenth century park
designers intended. The idea
was not to represent nature so
much as to perfect it. Garden
cemeteries Wer`e not supposed
to be cities of the dead but
earthly representatiohs of par-
adise, and the paradise por-
trayed was the natural world,
enhanced by choice plant-
ings, art and architecture, all
working together.

At Green-Wood, they do so
not for art's sake, but to suit-
ably house the citizenry in the
afterlife. And though many of
New York's rich and famous
ended up there, so did many
who'd been interred earlier
in old Manhattan churchyards
which were moved in full to
Brooklyn, victims of the
Brooklyn Theater Fire of
1876, the family run over by a
drunken policeman in Sunset
Park this August, and Civil
l^7al veterans who are buried
at Brooklyn's apex on the site
where General George
Washington 's disastrous Battle
of Long Island took place in
1776. The four life-size tin sol-
diers who stand guard around
the monument's base have
temporarily marched off to a
foundry in Queens for the
first phase of the Bresnans'
Save in Time preservation

program, but they'11 be back.
Everyone ends up in Green-
Wood or someplace like it
eventually.



The Leftover Lahdscclpe
dy Jayne Merke|

A resurrection of
sorts is going on
in Staten Island,
too, where anoth-

er husband-wife team, Sandro
Marpillero and Linda Pollak, is

creating the largest urban
freshwater wetlands park in
New York City.  ``Creating"
may not be quite the right
word, for what they are really
doing on this 17-acre site is
framing, revealing, and pro-
viding ways to get in.

Marpillero, an architect who
teaches at Columbia, and
Pollak, an architect and land-
scape designer who teaches at
Harvard, described the work
they are doing on Eibs Pond
Park at an unusually stimulat-
ing discussion sponsored by
the Design Trust for Public
Space last summer.

Pollak pointed out that the
site was ``leftover land," con-
sidered unusable until recent-
ly. It had been the Eibs family
dairy farm, a POW carp, and
finally a dump, remaining so
until the Wetlands Protection
Act of 1981 prohibited build-
ing within loo feet of wet-
1ands.  ``A wetland floods and
has hydrophilic soil which
supports plants whose roots
are good at getting rid of tox-
ins," she explained. Eibs
Pond was turned over to the
Trust for Public Land, which

gave it to the City's Parks
Department.

But the Parks Department
didn't have money to develop
it. In 1998, leaders of the Fox
Hills Tenants' Association and
the Parks Council brought it
to the attention of the archi-
tects, who received fellow-
ships from the Design Trust
to plan and advocate for its
future.

When Pollak and Marpillero
arrived, the ponds looked
completely "natural," as
though they had always been
in the state they were in.
``One thing landscape does is

cover over the hand of man,"
she observed.

In order to uncover the

pond's history and to see it
aft-esh, they solicited the help
of an artist friend, Mikael
Levin, whom they knew had
been photographing land-
scapes in Europe, including
wetlands near Paris. He had
shown work at the Store front
for Art and Architecture,
where Pollak is on the board.

At the program last summer,
Levin showed his finely
detailed, black-and-white pho-
tographs, which are evocative
and elegant, even though
they are brutally unedited.
His straightforward presenta-
tion of the "completely
unmanaged landscape" where
the concentration camp at
Ardor used to be and where
the Soviet Army held training
exercises for 20 years tell the
stories of Nazi horrors and
Cold War hopelessness more

poignantly than planned
memorials do. Elsewhere in
Europe he has recorded the
loss of family farms as first
industrialized agriculture, and
then suburbanization arrived.

With his keen eye and steady
hand, he portrays the histo-
ries of places that initially
appear to have been un-
touched by time. `The only
reason Eibs Pond remains the
way it is, is because it was con-
sidered unbuildable, " Levin

pointed out.

Showing two of Levin's pho-
tographs of Eibs Pond,
Marpillero explained that he
was struck by the way the pho-
tographer had recorded "the
human artifacts on the land,
``the tires floating in Haddy's

Pond as if there was a mon-
ster living beneath it."

Inspired by two different
Levin photographs of the
landscape-ne including
only natural elements, the
other showing apartment
buildings in the background
right at the edge of the

pond-Marpillero and Pollak
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built a bridge with two bench-
es facing in opposite direc-
tions. One looks onto the
housing, a suburban or even
urban view. The other faces
undisturbed-looking we t-
lands, and seems untouched
by man. `The bridge makes it

possible to inhabit the land,"
Pollak said, ``and the bench
was the only place to sit down
in the whole 17 acres." This

perch was their first interven-
tion, along with a path lead-
ing into the pond from the
road, where the entrance to
the park is barely marked.

Levin's images enabled
Marpillero to begin "conceiv-
ing of architecture as foster-
ing a different kind of rela-
tionship between man and
nature," a dynamic one that
acknowledges the role human
history has played in the for-
mation of land. Old maps
show that there used to be
many more ponds; many
were filled in to make Robert
Moses' roads.

Last summer, working with
inericorps students, the
architects built a pavilion with
an outdoor classroom, study
center, and fishing pier on
the edge of one of the ponds,
using green-but-sturdy build-
ing materials such as recycled

plastic lumber and redwood
harvested from a self-sustain-
ing forest. Despite its small
size and minimal budget, it
received an AIA New York
Chapter Desigri Award for
Architecture last year, almost
as soon as the wood was dry.

Jurors liked the way it defined
the landscape and dignified
the area. The pavilion is used
by classes from the nearby

public school.

Later phases of the project
will create a series of "thresh-
olds" to help people experi-
ence the wetlands, under-
stand it the way Levin's pho-
tographs taught the architects
to see it, and grasp the way
human history and the land it
is played out on are inextrica-
bly intertwined.

View Of outdoor classroom, ELbs Pond

Park, looking west from across the Pond,

Mcapilhao Polhh Architects

An Anwicoxps group using the
outd,oar classi-oom for a workshop with

the Audubon Society at Eibs Pond Park

Space Of I.est with bridge and chair

constructed as one unit with vieuJs Of

what is now known as Heddy's Pond,

Sludenl enjoying classroom

Differe'nl combinations of matehals

compose the  back wall oj` the  classroom
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Fresh Kills Forums dy /.cztt77.e How

Eresh Kills: the name, alone, would strike fear into your

heart. And of course you've heard the staggering, incom-

prehensible statistics: two-andone-half times larger than
Central Park, taller than the Great Pyramid at Giza, and,

along with The Great Wall of China, one of two manmade con-
structions visible from outer space. So, if you had visited the exhi-
bition of photographs of Fresh Kills at the Urban Center, you
would have been unprepared for the sheer banality of this poi-
sonous site. The four mounds of New York's garbage are covered
with golden grasses, evoking the wheat fields of Kansas, and their
slopes are so gradual that it's hard to grasp their enormity. Here
and there you glimpse the satanic core you know lurks within, as
in the creepy assortment of tongs in the blacksmith's shop of
Larry Racioppo's ``Heated Metal. " But generally the images are

opaque and unrevealing-spectacular flocks of seagulls by Susan
Wides, hills of grasses by Victoria Sambunaris, views of abandoned

ships by Stanley Greenberg.
This split reality pervaded the series of three forums present-

ed last spring by the Municipal Art Society and the New York City
Department of City Planning in preparation for the Fresh RIlls
design competition. Shockingly little is known about what hap-

pens within a landfill. Will it ooze and settle and ultimately col-
lapse? Or, given the impervious waterproof caps, will it dry out, as
current research suggests, preserving mountains of mummified

garbage for the eons? Should we follow the instinct to bury it all
and march blithely forward, or must we be forever mindful of the
toxic dangers within?

The first of the three forums was the conceptual session.
Municipal Art Society director Frank Sanchis and Planning
Commissioner Joseph Rose introduced the project in generally
optimistic terms, conjuring the cultural and recreational poten-
tial of the site. Niall Kirkwood, of Harvard, followed them, present-
ing a broad overview of attitudes toward reclaiming post-industri-
al sites. Speaking of the "terrifying particularity" of these sites, he
criticized the characteristic American tendency to erase the past
and move on. Julie Bargmann, of D.I.R.T. (Dump It Right There) , of

Charlottesville, enumerated the ethical, social, economic, politi-
cal, and natural issues involved in creating these sites, which her
firm has inventively redeveloped. She asked, for example, who
decides who is dumped on and who has something to gain from
the process, questioned the technology of garbage encapsulation,
asked why it is still legal to dump, and equated the covering of
such sites to "putting lipstick on a pig." Mierle Ukeles, an artist
whose subject is garbage  (she has been artist-in-residence at the
Sanitation Deparrment for many years) , concluded the session by
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noting the eloquent conciseness of the Fresh Kills site.  "It's all

there," she said, `You can see the factories in New]ersey where
the stuff is made, the mall across the street where it is advertised
and sold, and the heaps where it's all tossed away."

The second forum, held in Staten Island, was the technical
session, and here the clashing views of the experts were
revealed. Phillip Gleason of the City's Department of Sanitation

presented the traditional civil engineering approach that has
shaped the site thus far. An impressive arsenal of techniques-
vast, archaic walls which surround each mound and reach the
bedrock, buried leachate channels, and hundreds of measuring
devices-are used to contain and control the mounds, the toxic
leachate, and the explosive methane. All of this is hidden
beneath a three-foot layer of soil, which covers the mounds and
creates their characteristically benign appearance. Wendi
Goldsmith, an environmentalist, countered Gleason's approach,

presenting bucolic images and arguing that natural processes
must be reintroduced to the site in order to break down the tox-
ins and reestablish a natural order. Her suggestion that trees be

planted above the mounds, allowing the roots to penetrate the
caps and water to enter the garbage, elicited unconcealed alarm
from Gleason. Finally, Alfred Levine, a physicist who lives and
teaches on Staten Island, said that he had performed structural
studies on the mounds, and had determined that there is a seri-
ous risk of collapse, particularly if the caps break. He also noted
that the legally mandated 30-year management period for the
site was arbitrary and clearly inadequate.

The third forum focused on the economic, political, and
managerial aspects of the project. Mark Matsil, of the NYC Parks
Department, reviewed the extensive history of filling in wetlands
to create urban infrastructure such as airports and highways.
Echoing Goldsmith, he argued that with the closing of regional
landfills, it is time to restore habitats instead of designing engi-
neered solutions that are then "decorated" with vegetation.
Richard Rossi, the Deputy City Manager of Cambridge, told the
story of a successful and heavily utilized park which was devel-
oped over a capped landfill. He recommended that there be
something in the design to remind people what these sites were,
such as the glassphalt paths that Mierle Ukeles designed for the
Cambridge park.

At the end of these sessions one was left with admiration for
the contestants who are willing to take all this on. The social,
technical, ethical, and environmental issues are so fraught and
so serious. Will they be putting lipstick on a pig or allowing new

potential to rise like a lotus from the muck?



Park Primer
Reviewed dy Lo;vie RErr

H

Parlrs,  RecrecLlion,  an(I  O|}en SP(icety

Alexzinder Garvin  (2000, American

Planning Association, Chicago,

69 pages,  8  /`.J x  11,  paperbzick, $34)

his report by Alexander Garvin was commissioned by
the American Planning Association to instruct mayors
and their staffs on the past, present, and future of parks.
Since Garvin is a member of New York City's Planning

Commission and is also the planning director for the committee
to bring the Olympics to New York in 2012  (he's also a Yale pro-
fessor) , gauging his thoughts should be of interest to the aspiring
mayor who lurks within us all. Supremely well orga.nized, and
whtten with such nuanced accuracy and insight that almost every
sentence is quotable, the report is a pleasure to read.

The document provides a crisp analysis of the rise and fall of
America's commitment to public space. Garvin begins with a
brief, deft description of the implementation and legacy of
Olmsted's agenda-the urban, regional, and national parks, the

parkways, and the blueprint for an Arcadian suburbia. This
achievement has been followed by a halfroentury of inaction and
neglect-staffing for New York's parks is currently one-sixth of
what it was 35 years ago, for example. Garvin concludes that
Olmsted's agenda has been the victim of its own stupendous suc-
cess. With so much exemplary open space already in existence,
the public and its elected officials have had scant incentive to
devote disputed resources to public open space. And there are
other factors-the most important, perhaps, being the public's

growing distrust of the government's ability to plan and manage.
In this context of dwindling support, local governments have

attempted, through mandated setbacks and zoning incentives, to
shift the burden to the private sector by requiring private entities
to provide open space. By drawing a conceptual link between
superficially different urban and suburban policies (which are
rarely discussed together)  Garvin puts himself in a position to
leverage a broad and convincing criticism. "It is becoming
increasingly clear that government regulation of private property
is a questionable way to supply large numbers of people with
large quantities of attractive, usable open space," he whtes, a con-
tention he supports with a range of failed examples. Thus, urban
developers have received floor area bonuses in exchange for pro-
viding nebulously defined "open space," which, despite the con-
tinual efforts of planners, often results in the creation of "forlorn
leftovers or hidden hangouts," such as the sunken plaza sur-
rounding the CBS Building in Manha.ttan. In suburban develop-
ments, mandated open space often produces nothing better
than ``a more pleasant parking lot," as in North Point Village in
Reston, Virginia, or golf courses that are neither seen nor used
by the public.

In the report's final section, Garvin outlines a set of strategies
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for reinvigorating public open space, which he has developed
empirically, extrapolating from a careful analysis of successful
examples. His suggestions have the fine virtues of empiricism:
specificity and a clear understanding of what works and what
doesn't. He recommends, for example, that parks deparrments
form alliances with the neighborhoods they serve, creatively
reposition their existing assets, and utilize modern management
techniques. Garvin's empiricism does not seem to allow him to
critique the prejudices and limitations of the present moment,
such as the current love affair with free-market capitalism. So
there are no calls for a more enlightened political climate, and
little acknowledgment of the limitations of the supposedly
enlightened self-interest of wealthy merchants who border some

parks but not others. And in a moment of heightened concern
over sprawl, one wishes the book was somewhat less weighted
toward urban examples, with more attention placed on suburbia.
That said, were I an official (or public space advocate)  in need of
a guidebook to direct me wisely and productively through an
inhospitable era, I would not leave home without this report.

Foreign office Arclvitects, ed:+ted ty

Moises Puenta and Lluis Ortega, with

a foreword byjeffrey Kipnis and essay
by Giro Najle  (Gustavo Gili, 2000, 2G:

Revista In[ernacional de Arquitectura

No.16,144 pages, 9 x  117/8,  284 illus-

trations,120 in color, paper, $37.50)

Architecture's Feet of clay dy Gczt/3.7? jGgeney
"Plastic fo"us are sutof ected to the principle Of rne}tamorphoses, dy which

the) are Perpetwalky re'neujed. " -HeITI± Foc:iJ:lou

JL
rchitecture and landscape architecture have recent-
ly embarked on ajoint longrdistance voyage into
territory of both cerebral and material kinds. The
new formalism that emerged at the end of the twen-

tieth century is now merging with a new humanistic version of
ecology to sponsor poetic, liminal, and dematerializing compos-
ite forms.

Foreign Office Architects, founded by Farshjd Moussavi and

Alejandro Zaera Polo in 1993, is on the prow of the ship of archi-
tecture in 2001, plving the waters of Yokohama Harbor with its

gigantic  (50-by-500-meter)  International Port Terminal, embrac-
ing nearby Yamashita Park and integrating the urban field with a
stratestc point of embarkation. The volume of 2G magazine enti-
tled Fo7ie3.g7'a O#ce Arcfe¢£ects is the first comprehensive look into

their Herculean labors, the products of their years in the trench-
es, including a stint by the two principals at Rein Koolhaas' Office
for Metropolitan Architecture in Rotterdam. Toyo Ilo, who chaired

the Yokohama competition in 1997, contributes a telling essay on
thejury's deliberations. The book also contains the "FOA Code
Remix 2000," which they describe as "a series of reflections and

propositions... [on]  professional and academic practice." It is, in
fact, a manifesto. The section "On Landscape" ends: `The
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geometries of pure indeterminacy or pure linearity are a trace of
the past .... The opportunity that lies ahead of us is to overcome
the disciplinary barrier that resorts to contradiction as a form of
complexity...and instead to exploit complexity through coher-
ence and consistency: to learn to produce forms and topogra-

phies that are endrely artificial and yet complex; to generate
them through a mediated, integrated addition of rigorous
orders."

Apropos these remarks, the volume of space wrapped in the
Yokohama Terminal is intentionally anorphous, consistent with
their quixotic quest for placing form and space on equal footing.
Construction images in the book evoke this hybrid architecture
with the rebar-reinforced primary forms and the scaffolding of
the site generating a field of warped, folded, and vertiginous
continuity. The final product will be a twisted sandwich com-

posed predominantly of prefabricated steel plates and trusses.
Interior perspectives show a ribbed, Italian-Futurist concourse
that opens to the bay, with receding ramps and supporting piers
mediating the provisional upper and lower decks of the com-

plex. The architects consider this methodology an elaboration of
Origami; "thus the traditional separation between building-
envelope and load-bearing structure disappears." Paths rise and
fall within the enormous structure, with the surface supporting a
range of leisure activities and functioning as a de facto park for
Yokohama's citizenry.

The Virtwal Dimenrsion: Architecture,

Representation, and a.ash Culture,
edited byjohn Beckmann  (Princeton
Architectural Press,1998, paper,

350 pages, 6x8,loo black-and-white
illustrations, paper, $24.95)

A second project discussed in this book is FOA's submission
for Downsview Park, the landmark 2000 competition for a for-
mer air force base in Toronto, which is slated to be gradually
converted to a mix of open spaces and uses in the winning
scheme by Koolhaas, graphic designer Bruce Mau, and their col-
laborators. FOA's pr6cis suggested that its prescient amalgam of
surfaces  ("a function based circuit system")  and hollows  (``a
north-south corrugation pattern")  might selfi;enerate into ``a

park dedicated to the exploration of the relationships between
the physical self and the landscape, from the most strenuous to
the most soothing."

This complex hybridity of building types and forms typifies
the new formalism, which at times exists only within the rarefied
realm of the computer workstation-imagination reified as com-

putation. Virtual architectures of all kinds have been spreading
in a somewhat zany, inspired influenza of both built and utterly
unbuildable works.  See  The V3.rzttcz/ D3.772e7'Ls3.o72.. Arch3.£eczwre,

Rqp7iesenfczj¢o7?,  c}7}d C7iasfa Cw/Jw7ie for the full range of agonistic

adventurism now sweeping architecture off its feet. Blob archi-
tecture has instigated a veritable tidal wave of amorphous, plastic
building types, in part sponsoring the revival of the inflatable
architectures of the 1960s. Within this maelstrom of competing
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visions, a spate of architecture firms are renegotiating the rele-
vance of the monstrous, applving the vastly superior computer
modeling and milling techniques of the 1990s-tools not avail-
able to the last wave of futurists-to the ongoing re{olonization
of cities worldwide. Frank Gehry's output, the Bilbao Guggenheim
especially, but also his proposed New York City Guggenheim,

provides evidence of this wide-ranging assault on normative
architectural systems.

This architectural revolution is founded on the belief that
architecture is topographical and that topology is the great ful-
crum that produces innovation. The influx of technological sys-
tems and the marriage of heaven and hell suggested by the
merging of high-tech and natural systems have produced this
unparalleled wave of so{alled "smart" architecture. Not unlike
smart weapons, smart architecture finds its way to its target utiliz-
ing advanced telemetry and sophisticated guidance systems,
advancing at breakneck speed to the designated site. Much of it
also explodes upon impact.

Eco-techtwre: Bioali,matic rl`rends anrd Landscape

Architecture in the Ycar 2001, edited by

Aurora Cuito  (Loft Publications, 2000,
176 pages,  7 7/8 x 10  I/4,  311  illustrations,

223 in color, paper, $34.95)

Eco-techture: Bioclinoalc Tre'nds and Landscape Afclwiectwre in the

yc?or 200j contains a collection of smart buildings on smart sites.
The Dutch firm MVRDV figures prominently. Exploiting the
image and the materiality of Dutch Modernism, MVRDV has
introduced a volumetric architecture with voids and ramped or

plunging interiors which provide no small measure of sublimity
in a context (container) reminiscent of the most orthodox of
modernist boxes. Compacmess and complexity come to an
uneasy truce in MVRDV's 1997 VPRO office building in
Hilversum, Holland. Like Foster & Partners' Commerzbank in
Frankfurt, of the same year, VPRO engages landscape by empty-
ing itself of the prototypical office program (the cubicle and the
module)  and weaving the heterogeneous factors of site into an
eccentric heliotropism that undermines the objective nature of
structure. Foster's 50-story office tower, also featured here, like
his 1999 renovation of the Reichstag in Berlin, utilizes recent
innovations in curtain wall technology, in ways that might hum-
ble Mies. The triple-skinned glass exterior and an interior

glassed atrium that extends the full height of the tower help
dematerialize the massive structure. A very clever system of dis-
ruptions and alterations within the section produces four-story
interior garden terraces, and suites of offices are offset by green
spiraling around the inside of the skyscraper. These conservation
measures are integral to the image and function of the building;
collectively they produce an enviable workspace by any standard.

The Renzo Piano Building Workshop produced the most iconic

of modern "im-modern" gestures in its 1991-98 Cultural Center

Jean Marie Tjibaou for the Kanak peoples of Noumea, New
Caledonia. The complex was conceived as environmental archi-
tecture consistent with native traditions. The ten circular, double-



Renzo Piano Logbook (Thz\mes EL Hudson

and Monacelli,1997, 272 pages, 9x9,1,000

illustrations, 900 in color, paper, $29.95)

shell forms are open, wood-ribbed structures along a wooded

peninsula (between sea and lagoon) , arrayed into "villages"
where specific cultural activities are enacted. In his Logboofa Piano
records the evolution of the project and its universal narrative-a
narrative that relies less on endogenous factors than heteroge-
neous ones. The ten shells stand facing inland, away from stiff
offshore breezes, enclosing elegant interiors that are by no
means evocations of primitive stature. The exhibition spaces
embrace a universally eloquent minimalism without descending
to anthropological mimicry. Piano has proven his versatility by
lnoving from massive (Kansai Airportosaka, 1994)  to modest

(Fondation Beyeler-Riehen, Switzerland, 1997)  to archaic
(Noumea)  in the narrow space of ten years.

.----

Neui Tintories /Neuj I.andscapes (ALc:tar, +997 ,

214 pages, 8 I/2 x  10 I/2, 217 illustrations,

34 in color, paper, $34)

Cierman Adell characterizes relatively recent European urban
design projects, in particular Dominique Perrau[t's 1996
Bibliotheque Nationale and Jean Nouvel's 1994 Fondation Carrier,
as "landscape's revenge" in his essay `The Landscape Takes
Flight: Notes on Some Parisian Projects" in Ivtgzt; re7'7'7.fon.es/Ivtgzu

Lcz7tdsccz¢es, a catalogue of projects exhibited in 1997 at the
Consorci del Museu d'Art Contemporani de Barcelona and
curated by Eduard Bru. The book is organized into sections enti-
tled "Infiltrations," ``Landmarks," "Borders," and "Interior
Landscapes," particular manifestations of the "revenge" of land-
scape, and a somewhat problematic locution given that landscape
and urbanism, landscape and architecture are bedfellows.

In Paris, the extension of the grand axis of the Champs
Elysees by Otto Yon Spreckelsen's 1982-90 La Grande Arche at La
Defense marked.the disintegration of edge conditions in urban
topography. The -last of Mitterand's projects, Perrault's
Bibliotheque Nadonale, was part of a campaign to revitalize the
eastern edges of the central city.  ``Landscape is showing that it is
not a backdrop against which to place certain architectural
`pieces' which will endow it with meaning. It is not a passive ele-

ment to be arranged by geometries, however elaborate," Adell
observes. `The landscape-particularly today's `new landscapes'
being produced beyond the historical city centre-is bringing to
crisis point both the old theoretical paradigms such as cityLcoun-
tryside and centreoutskirts, and operative instruments like the
Plan and even the Project." That Adell points to the sunken gar-
den at the Bibliotheque Nationale or the accommodation of
trees reputedly planted by Chateaubriand at the Fondation
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Cartier is more than adequate evidence that urban landscape
was, in 1994-96, still a trifle, or a truffle. One had to look high
and low to find it, and once it was found it was, well, a momen-
tary sensation. This is now changing.

Inside Outside:  Between Architecture arid

L¢7rfucczpc, by Anita Berrizbeitia and

Linda Pollak  (Rockport Publishers,
1999,192 pages, 9xl2, 301  ilustrations,

200 in color, cloth, $50)

Inside Outside: Between Architecture and Landscape ty lJinda poMck

and Anita Berrizbeitia explores this dance between the environ-
ment and buildings through a series of key examples. It is an ana-
lytical and discursive tour of significant modernist and post-mod-
ernist projects rangivg from Louis Kahn's 1966-1972 RImbell Art
Museum and Perrault's Bibliotheque Nationale to Koolhaas'
1984-1991 Villa Dall'Ava. The former is discussed under the
rubric `Threshold," the latter "Reciprocity." The remaining con-
ceptual operations include "Materiality," ``Insertion," and
"Infrastructure." These terms unveil the various strategies used to

bring architecture down to earth.
In Dan Graham's 1991  `Two-Way Mirror Cylinder," atop the

Dia Center in Chelsea, this involves bringing architecture to the
light and to the sky. This reflective glass pavilion is a I)rical,

polemical exercise staged outside the white box of the contempo-
rary art gallery, on the roof with views of the Hudson RIver, and
engages in a clever doublespeak. The cylinder half-mocks the
water tower nearby, and the mirrored glass relates to Graham's
acerbic ongoing critique of the modernist skyscraper and its pre-
tension to omniscience.

Pollak and Berrizbeitia confi-ont the antitheses that have dri-
ven architects mad for the several generations: the object-subject
dialectic of modernist space and the obfuscation of context per-

petrated by MOMA in the International Style era, which further
denatured already denatured modernist forms, excising context
and specificity in favor of the universal and abstract. Their book
seeks to restore the integrity of architecture and site.

Carto Sccapa: Intenjeri;ing in Histo'ry, dry

Mildred Friedman  (Canadian Centre
for Architecture and Monacelli Press,
1999, 240 pages,10xl0, 220 illustra-

tions,170 in color, paper, $45.)

Discussing Carlo Scarpa's 1967-78 Brion Family Tomb in the
section on ``Materiality," they say, `The operation of materiality
displaces matter from its traditional position as `base' at the ser-
vice of form, to become significant content of the work." They
note that Scarpa's ingenious exploitation of second nature  (the
imbrication of earth with symbolic and gestural form) is what
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Brion Cemetery, Carlo Starpa, fron. lnsldc O+itsLde..

Between Architecture zind Landscape

brings the exacting concrete architectural forms of the tomb into
a complex architectural equation, exquisitely tied to the rural
Italian site  (surrounded by fields)  and the adjacent cemetery

(Brion is a cemetery within a cemetery) .
Scarpa is renowned for this gift of grafting onto contingent

forms  (sites or former architectures)  his own obsessive materiali-

ty. His pleasure in number and facticity was the subject of an
exhibition at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montreal
in 1999. The czLtzLlogue, Carlo Scaxpa: Intervening in History, is a

feast for the eye and mind-for the mind's eye. At Brion, as in
Alexandre Chemetoff's 1986-1989 Bamboo Garden at Parc de la
Villette, Paris  (which is also included in J7ts3.cZc O"Cs3.cZc?) ,  the micro-

cosmic, natural language of sub-liminal artifacts prefigures the
fusion of ``above" and ``below" that is productive of stunning
works of architecture.

If there is one thing that has become more than apparent in
this sensational tidal wave of innovation, it is that architecture
has-in a strict epistemological sense-feet of clay. Landscape
and Architecture have always been, and will always be, one and
the sane thing.

Gclu3.73 Kceney 3.5 C/zc czw/Aor o/On  the Nature  of Things:  Contemporary American

Landscape Architecture.

Biomimicry dy Tess '/Tczy/orI

Biowiwicry:  Irmova[ion lrrs|}ired dy Natun.e,

byjanine M. Benyus  (William Morrow &

Company,1998 reprint, 320 pages,

9.21x6.09, paper, $14)

anine Benyus wants designers to begin thinking like mol-
lusks, and she told them so at a lecture last spring. That's
because Benyus, who writes about "biomimicry," believes
that we might solve many human design problems by

mimicking forms found in nature.
Mollusks, she noted, offer an inspiring model for material

production: "Mollusks synthesize inorganic materials into
extremely durable structures. You can run a truck over an
abalone shell and it won't break." But here's the ticker: they syn-
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thesize their hardest materials next to the most fragile men-
branes of their bodies. "When we synthesize hard materials we
make poisons that kill off anything fragile. We should be looking
to them for advice."

Benyus' remarkable lecture on ecologically inspired design
innovation took place at the Century Association, and was spon-
sored by Fox & Fowle Architects. The talk, `The Lotus and the
Peacock," offered the assembled architects templates for ways to
follow the wisdom of natural systems. Benyus, a science whter
with a background in evolution and ecology, had a great deal of
insight to offer. "We should always think of ourselves as a part of
nature," she said. "Our needs are the same as all living things.
We'vejust gotten into the bad habit of providing for ourselves in
ways that are poorly adapted, trophically inefficient, and ecologi-
cally disruptive. Nature is conservative. Systems that survive over
any length of time don't deplete or foul the networks that sustairi
them. Often, they replenish."

Benyus was ripe with examples of how those who fashion the
urbanjungle might cull inspiration from natural systems. She

pointed to other oftenoverlooked wonders of nature: Pond sculT
chloroplasts collect the sun's energy with a 95 percent efficiency
rate, more than four times that of the best solar cells. The leaves
which a maple tree disposes of every year supply the nutrients fo]
its next growth cycle.  ``Its waste feeds its system," she said.  "Our
materials should do the same. How's that for a model?" Looking
at heating and cooling systems, she noted that termites make
their dens self-ventilating by alternating the pressure and size of
their chambers (`They can't afford air chlorofluorocarbons," she

quipped.)  "In the sweltering desert they keep their homes a com.
fortable 72 degrees." Returning to the mollusks, Benyus said,
"Imagine if our production plants were safe enough for our

embryos. We should be thinking like that."
At the end of her lecture, Benyus posed a wider question:

Could an economy mimic an ecological system? In the past two
centuries, she charged, our economies have often functioned likt
invasive species, depleting a.vailable nuthents and moving on to
the next place. In the process they ruin the spaces that supporte(
them, and waste a great deal of energy. Put another way: "In eco-
logical terms, we've been acting like a disease that kills off its
host. Invaders that do that do not live long." Benyus warned.
What would happen, she asked, if our economies functioned like
redwood forests? Those rooted entities gather and use resources
sparingly, make little waste, and fill every niche. They are systems
which use their energies well.



IN  THE  GALLERIES'REREE_=
Building Codes
on the Wall

dy Mawh Ginsberg

S]refront for Art and

Lrchitecture's

ummer exhibition,
Building Codes, the

Programmable City, " made
the point that New York City is
a very difficult place to build.
You went away wondering
how anything gets done
here-which is what anyone
who tries to build in this city
already knows.

The show did a goodjob
in documenting how building
codes, zoning legislation,
handicapped accessibility laws,
and housing policy interact-
and can cancel one another
out. If the exhibition was
sometimes confusing, it was
because the topic at hand is
very complicated. The fact
that the material on display
came from 40 different con-
tributors added to the confu-
sion, but it also revealed vari-
ous points of view.

The models, drawings,
charts, photographs, posters,
maps, and diagrams on dis-

play were assembled by the
Center for Urban Pedagogy, an
independent, nonprofit
design research office based
in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
On display were projects by
avanngarde firms, such as
SHoP and Winka Dubbledam

Arcrii-tectonics, from long-

established groups, such as
the Municipal Art Society and
the Pratt Area Community
Council, and fi-om individuals
and public agencies.

The blitz of material was

given shape by Honest, a
graphic design firm which cre-

ated the labels, pedestals,

posters, and the city plan on
the floor. Little buildings of
various materials, made by
children who participated in
the Art Start fe Building
Codes Student Project, were
distributed throughout the

gallery.
Plexiglas models on

pedestals showed the massing
encouraged by the Multiple
Dwelling Law, the 1916
Zoning Code, the 1961
Zoning Resolution, and the

proposed Unified Bulk
Program  (of 1999) which was
represented by a model of the
block affected by the Trump
World Tower.

Unfortunately, the model
did not also show the block as
it would be without Unified
Bulk. Similarly, graphs which
show "Negroes as percentage
of population from 1910 to
1960" stop then and are not
coordinated with a map of
locations of New York City
Housing Authority projects.
And the larger story of this
city's unusually successful
housing authority is not
told-the diversity of its popu-
1ation, the sheer numbers

(more than half a million resi-
dents) , the way that 1980s fed-
eral laws requiring that prefer-
ence be given to ``the poorest
of the poor" affected the com-
munities.

Of course if the organiz-
ers had tried to do all this, the
show would not have fit into
Storefront's quirky, confined
space, which was especially
appropriate for this project.
The show would have cost a
fortune, and we would not
have had it to call attention to

the issue-r dozens of
issues-it raised.

The exhibit is to be an
ongoing project, continued
on a website. ``Building

Codes" wasjust a first step,
without steps. The people at
Store front practiced what the
show preached and built a
ramp to accommodate the
handicapped.

A fascinating display in
the exhibit, with a lesson for
architects, described a 1980
law passed to protect the city
fi-om a growing number of
lawsuits by people claiming to
have been injured on ill-main-
tained city streets. It provided
that the city would be liable
only for road and sidewalk
defects it knew about, but the
Big Apple Pot-hole and
Sidewalk Protection
Committee, founded by the
New York State Trial Lawyers
Association, started keeping
the records that the law
required, defeating the intent
of the law.

The exhibition also put a
human face on the issues-
lots of human faces, in fact,
ranting from radical artist
Martha Rosler to the develop-
ers' architect Costas Kondylis,

to an expediter, architect
Michael Sorkin, Planning

Commission Chair Joseph
Ros-a baker's dozen people
representing different phases
of the building process-in

photographs and videotaped
interviews.

Perhaps the most fascinat-
ing installation was Francesca
Benitez' videotape of members
of the Hasidic community in
Williamsburg, Brooklyn ,
building a Sukkali-"a whole

Swhhah,  a video project dy

FTancesca Benilez from
" Building Codes,

the Programmal]le City,"

Slorefronl for- Ai-t and Architecture

parallel city which goes up and
then disappears," as she put it.
AIl male members of the com-
munity work on the sprawling

plywood structures, which are
of course completely beyond
the realm of official building
activity. The tape explains why,
somehow, things do get built
in New York. It's partly a mat-
ter of faith, the indomitable
human spirit, culture, habit,

perseverance: a challenge that
all the layers of codes and well-
intended but conflicting regu-
lations cannot quite snuff out.

A certain amount of that

perseverance was required to
fully take advantage of the
show. There was more in the
tiny gallery than a visitor could
absorb the first time around,
which is a pretty good testa-
ment to its substance.

As a co-chairman Of the AIA Nevj York
Chapter Zoning Task Force, and former
chair Of the Housing Comwittee, Mark
Ginsberg, a Partrier in Curtis + Gdrrsberg
AfcJwhects, has been working to change or
refine a number Of the haws the exhibition
considered.
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AT  THE  PODIUJVL

Selling Spaces:
Architecture and Fashion
by r|;ess Taylor

Fashion these days is

better dressed than
ever. Prada is getting
dressed by Rein

Koolhaas, while the Armani
collection has made its way
into Frank Lloyd Wright's
Guggenheim. But what
exactly is the relationship
between architecture and
fashion? A recent issue of
Afchitectural Design (AD) ,

examinedjust that question,
then brought the discussion
to a packed panel at the
Urban Center. To discuss the

question, architects Michael
Gabellini, Jam Kapliclqr (of

Future Systems) , and Daniel
Rowan, fashion designer
Yeohlee Teng, and fashion
columnist Holly Brubach gath-

ered at the Urban Center,
where they were introduced
by Helen Castle, the editor at
AD responsible for the issue
that inspired the panel.

The designers offered a
variety of takes on the ques-
tion. Yeohlee, the only fash-
ion designer present, began
by describing the intimate
relationship of architecture
and fashion. Darted with
Gothic arches, gathered with
crenellated seams, the lines
of her drapes and coats
recalled the forms of their
built counterparts. In some
cases, the two blended quite
literally, as in her yurt-inspired
mohair "Nomad Coat." Part
coat, part tent, it is a wearable
shelter for a high{nd urban
wanderer.

If fashion is often thought
of as feminine frippery, archi-
tecture has long been consid-
ered a more serious and more
masculine art, Yeohlee's work
reminded viewers that the two
might be might be more alike
than different. There is, of
course, the muchrdiscussed
issue of branding. The state-
ments, "It's Prada," and "It's a
Rein Koolhaas" are not so dis-

similar. Both fashion and
architecture have increasingly
become identified with super-
star names that circulate
though the upscale territories
of cities worldwide. But there
are deeper connections.
Clothing and housing are
sheltering arts, which mod-
ernization and industrializa-
tion have transformed similar-
ly. Formally, the intimate
architectures of fashion have
thinned in much the same
way that urban fabrics have
assumed more fluid forms.
Both share design's conceptu-
al language of carefully

placed negative spaces, and its
political control of display.

Nowhere is this common
language more clear than in
retail stores themselves.
Gabellini and Brubach both
commented that the shop
window techniques of display-
ing clothing mirror clothing's
way of framing bodies. Like a
neckline held by a well-placed
seam, the window's negative
space allows a controlled

glimpse of an interior,
designed to stimulate specula-
tion and lure in passersby.

To make this connection
explicit, Kaplicky presented
his meditation on the act of
entering the Comme des
Garcons store. Under a grimy,
denuded exterior (with a sign
reading ``Heavenly Bodies"
left over from an automobile
body shop)  its entrance ush-
ers the visitor through a softry
arched (if steel{1ad)  canal to
be engulfed in an ambient
interior space of consump-
tion. "It's all about fun," he
said. Indeed.

It may also be about bed-
fellows dressing each other. In
one reading, architecture and
fashion layer each other to
create a gauzy mirage, in
another they buttress each
other's self images. In
Gabellini'sjil Sanders store in
London, a clean, modern
split-level interior nestles
behind the pomp of the stone

facade of the Old Royal Bank
of London. If interior prod-
ucts garner elegance from
their external casings, prod-
ucts also loan ambience to
their hulls. Banana Republic
and Rockefeller Center, for
exanple, overlay images of
the urban and the urbane.
The two monuments adver-
rise each other. If fashion,
with its reputation for being
ephemeral, garners solidity
housed in a mythic building,
fashion may be the guise that

propels people to look at
buildings.

Ultimately, shopping acts
through architecture. The
store is the stage across which
the fantasy of fashion can act.
The shop is the dream house
that sells the dress. At the end
of the panel, the audience

queried the panel on mun-
dane details: How do you
include dressing rooms? How
do you continue window dis-

plays? One woman, referring
to the Calvin Klein store on
Madison Avenue, said,
``Sometimes these stores don't

make me comfortable. Your

job is to make me feel so com-
fortable and beautiful so that
I take my money out of my

pocket." The questions ended
solidly on economics. "What
happens if the space you cre-
ate doesn't sell?" "Space must
sell," Gabellini said,  ``or there
is no further discussion."

Ih Praise of Un-Celebrity
Architects
Reviewed dy With,arm Morgan

D aniel Abranson's

Skyscraper RIuds is

just the book for
those of us who

secretly thought Howard
Roark was a bore and cheered
his nemesis, the critic
Ellsworth Toohey. The
unadorned tall buildings
imagined by the romantic
free-spirited hero of 7lhe
Fountainhead seerned so f]zLt
and lifeless. Toohey, on the
other hand, argued for distin-



IN  THE  BOOKSTORES

guished compositions, con-
structed of beautifiil materi-
als, which symbolized the

power and prestige of their
patrons-xactly like the four
New York skyscrapers chroni-
cled in this handsome book.

Judging from the author's
photograph, the boyish
Professor Abramson was
spared the righteous teach-
ings of Modernists on the sub-

ject of the tall building. But
many of the rest of us uncriti-
cally swallowed pronounce-
ments that declared Cass
Gilbert's terraco tta-wrapped
Woolworth building "cor-
rupt," or that Walter Gr®pius'
sterile de Stijl design really
should have triumphed in the
Chicago Tribune Tower com-

petition. Furthermore,
according to the experts
Raymond Hood, designer of the
Tribune, was a misguided New
Yorker who looked to
medieval France for inspira-
tion; he renounced his neo-
traditional apostasy when he
built the bland and detail-free
Daily News Building a few

years later.
That old-time Modernist

religion of tall buildings has
itself been recanted. Now,
thanks to such thoughtful
s"dres as Skyscraper Rirds, we
can seriously understand and

appreciate such nativei5rown
talent as Delano & Aldrich,

Trowbridge & Livingston, a.nd

Benjamin W. Morris. Abramson 's

book focuses upon four major
buildings: Cities Service, 40
Wall Street, City Bank Farmers
Trust, and One Wall Street.
We have virtually forgotten
their designers: Clinton &
Russell, Holton & George;

Severance & Matsui; Cross &

Cross; and Vorhees, Gme]ih &

Walker. But we do recognize
that the individual architect-
angenius (Howard Roark or
Le Corbusier, say) was ``blind
to the fact that to meet the
rigorous demands of modern
capitalism and building pro
duction-to get these sky-

scrapers actually built-archi-
tects had to give up control
and artistic identity."

It was not the individual
artist, but an entire architec-
tural and economic system
that created Wall Street's
impressive skyline in a very
short time: between 1928 and
1932 a quarter of the financial
district was covered with new
skyscrapers. The 952-foot tall
Cities Service Building at 70
Pine Street (now known by
the deadening moniker of
AIG) was the world's tallest
skyscraper when completed,
and is the tallest downtown
again now that the World
Trade Center towers have
been destroyed. Clinton fe
Russell, Holton & George is
hardly a household name, but
these unsung designers pro-
duced a magnificent tower
that anchors Lower
Manhattan and symbolizes
American financial clout.

The designers of the Wall
Street skyscrapers were less
rivals than competitors who
vied to outdo each other in
terms of quality ("What the
bank needs is a masterpiece,
not rentable area," the
banker~patron instructed
Ralph Walker, architect of One
Wall Street) . Trained mostly at
Columbia, MIT, and the
Beaux-Arts, these non-
Modernists could wrap 50, 60,
or 70 stories in fluted lime-
stone, and successfully shape
such a massive pile in a variety
of styles ranging from conserv-
ative restraint to almost-
Modern Deco. The total effect
is vertical aspiration, power,
and poetry-Manhattan's per-
sonality at its best. Their
sophistication makes recent
efforts by the likes of SOM
and Kevin Roche seem paltry
by comparison. Despite hav-
ing been eclipsed by the
worlds of Mies and Donald
Trump, these four towers rep-
resent some of the best twenti-
eth{entury American archi-
tecture; on those grounds they

deserve reappraisal, recogni-
tion, and respect.

Of course, there is far
more to a skyscraper than its
design  (`The building is no
better than its mechanical
equipment," a Chrysler
Building engineer noted) ,
and Abramson takes us
through the technological
aspects, the elevators and the
environmental systems that
make such behemoths possi-
ble. He covers the entire "sky-
scraper lives" of these four
buildings, including the recre-
ation of Independence Hall
for the boardroom at 40 Wall
Street, the building-wide liq-
uid soap system for City Bank
Farmers Trust, and the
famous all-female corps of
elevator attendants at Cities
Service with their brown-and-

yellow uniforms.
It is ironic, however, that

these architects are remem-
bered mostly for their decora-
five and iconic skills: `The
architects of Wall Street's sky-
scrapers had no direct stake
in the building's technologies
and so neither celebrated nor
represented them." Perhaps
these architects did conceal
skyscraper technology. Mies'
expression of the steel col-
umn at the Seagram building
has undeniable intellectual
appeal. But more fun are the
fourteen ``giants of finance"

gargoyles at the 19th floor of
the City Bank Farmers Trust,
"alternately smiling and

frowning to symbolize cycles
of plenty and scarcity. "

Withan Morgan teaches the lislolry Of

architecture at Roger Wilha:ne University.

Lower Manhattan's Preijjar skyline

Skyscraper Rivals, The AIG Bwiiding

anrd the A;rch;dectwre Of Wau Streetty

Daniel M. Abramson  (Princeton
Architectural Press, 207 pages,

10 x 10,176 illustrations,

76 in color, cloth, $50)

The Cj,ties Service Building (now AIG) ,

Clinton & Russell, Holton & George
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With Little Fanfare,
Downtown Brooklyn
Rezohihg Passes

Unified Bulk Zoning
Proposal, a new rezoning plan
for downtown Brooklyn was
adopted by the City Council
onjuly 26th. The majority of
the controversial Unified Bulk

proposal to overhaul the zon-
ing (particularly the part that
applied in Manhattan)  ran
into opposition from mem-
bers of the real estate commu-
nity and did not advance in
the public review process.
The newly zoned area of
down town Brooklyn-Tillary
Street on the north, Flatbush
on the east (with the Atlantic
Center included) , Atlantic
Avenue on the south and
Court Street/Cadman Plaza
West on the west-brings wel-
come organization and order
to downtown Brooklyn's zon-
ing code. In addition, for the
first time it creates height lim-
its on new developments
locatedjust outside of the
Brooklyn Heights and
Boerum Hill historic districts.

The height limit in most
of the commercial areas is
495 feet, but provisions are
included to lower limits on
State and Schermerhorn
streets  (to 140 and 210 feet)
in order to relate the new
buildings to the adjacent
Boerum Hill historic district.
Overall, had these contextual
zoning regulations been in
effect in downtown Brooklyn,
neither the overscaled new
apartment building at 180
Montague Street nor the cine-
rna/bookstore complex on
Court Street could have been
built nearly as large as they
exist today. A similar proposal
for contextual zoning on
Court Street failed at the last
meeting of the Board of
Estimate in 1990, as it did not

have the support of the influ-
ential local civic group, the
Brooklyn Heights Association.
This time, at the public hear-
ing of the City Planning
Commission in May, the
Association's executive direc-
tor, Judy stanton, joined a
stream of local organizations
in testifying in strong support
of the rezoning. As she put it,
"we need contextual zoning

in Brooklyn." Now the hope is
that in the next mayoral
administration, the contextu-
al zoning that is so sorely
needed throughout much of
brownstone Brooklyn will be
mapped. In the meantime,
rezoning in downtown will
ensure that sensibly scaled
buildings are destined for
Brooklyn 's revitalized central
business district.

Significant New Zoning
for Long Island City

dy Carol Clowh
Spirited debate erupted at

the public review of a rezon-
ing proposal aimed at encour-
aging mixed-use development
in a 37-block area of Long
Island City at the eastern end
of the Queensboro Bridge. To
a great extent, adoption of
the zoning is the final step in
implementing the "Plan For
Long Island City: A
Framework For Long Island
City," a document issued by
the Department of City
Planning in 1993. Planners
sought to assure manufactur-
ers and their advocates that
this rezoning proposal was
carefully drawn to avoid dis-

placing existing firms. Some
17,000 manufacturingjobs
remain in Long Island City,
and industrial retention advor
cates, while supportive in gen-
eral of the push to transform
this core area into a thriving
hub for the region, voiced
serious concerns about the
future for about 100 firms,
representing 1,000 workers,
locatedjust outside of the
boundary of the rezoned

area. They favor the creation,
through zoning, of "manufac-
turing development zones,"
that would prohibit uses
other than manufacturing.
Others, including former City
Planning Commission
Chairman Don Elliott, argued
forcefully that such land use
restrictions tend not to work
as intended in New York City.
Ultimately, the City Council
approved the rezoning, with
Long Island City Councilman
Walter Mccaffrey promising
to seek substantial funding
during the October budget
modification process to fur-
ther support manufacturers.

Celebrating Cavaglieri
dy Tess Tdylor

G iorgio Cavaglieri,

whose goth
birthday is being
celebrated on

October 9 at the Urban
Center, arrived in America
from Venice in 1939.
Restricted by Fascist mandates
from practicing architecture
in Italy because his grandfa-
ther wasjewish, Cavaglieri set
his sights on the United
States. He arrived (speaking
very little English) with a doc-
torate in architectural engi-
neering from the School of
Architecture in Rome.
Although he had trained as a
modernist, and over the
course of his career cities
across the United States were
razing historic structures to
make room for new high-rises,
Cavaglieri made his most sig-
nificant mark in America as a

pioneer in the field of archi-
tectural preservation.

I^7hen he drafted a strate-

gy for the rmsformation of
the Jefferson Market
Courthouse into a branch of
the New York Public Library
in 1965, the concept of adap-
five reuse was practically
unheard of in the United
States. ``At that time, preserva-
tion focused mainly on the
upkeep of historical buildings



of national importance. But
there was less consciousness
about [their appropriateness
for]  daily life," Cavaglieri said.
``1, and others, were interested

in expanding the understand-
ing of preservation to include
the architecture that makes
up the fabric of daily neigh-
borhoods."

Much of Cavaglieri`s work
has accomplishedjust that: He
was president of the
Municipal Arts Society when
the Landmarks Preservation
Law was passed in  1965. He
worked with Margot Gayle and
Robert Law to lobby for the
Percent for Art progran
which stipulates that one per-
cent of capital funds for pub-
lic buildings goes towards the
creation of public art. He con-
tinues to serve as president of
the Fine Arts Federation, and
he still lobbies for good public
design. At 90, Cavaglieri's
resume of accomplishments
stretches on for several pages.
Many of the more stately ele-
ments of the city's public
sphere are the results of his
work. The incoming train
room in Grand Central
Terminal, thejoseph Papp
Theater on Astor Place, and
the periodicals room of the
main New York Public Library
have all benefited from his
careful restoration. Other
works stitch small reminders
of times past into the urban
fabric: The Blackwell farm-
house and Church of the
Good Shepherd on Roosevelt
Island recall a farming com-
munity where the shadows of
Ed Logue's housing tracts
now fall.

"I did not initially set out

to become this thing, a

preservationist, " Cavaglieri
said. When I was studying
architecture, Le Corbusier
excited me. He articulated
the radical break between the
modern and the historical
city. I admired him immense-
ly: His work captured the spir-
it of change that we all felt."

Cavaglieri recalled having a
deep respect for Robert
Moses, with whom he often
worked. But he also had a
deeply felt affection for old
buildings.  "I was born and
raised in Venice, where life is
conducted in old buildings. I
think it is good to continue
living in the presence of the

past. Perhaps I also enjoy the
tension between different
types of forms." Still, even as
he sends the papers docu-
menting his achievements on
to the Columbia University
Library Archives, he reports
one regret:  ``1 do wish, some-

times, that I had gotten to
build at least one very tall,
modern building. Skyscrapers
are such interesting chal-
lenges," he said, pulling out
the painting of a tall structure
he once began designing.
"But you never know. I still

might."

Remembering Ted Burtis

JL
gifted and public-
spirited architect,
Tlieodore A. Burtis

Ill, died on August
1, after a long battle with can-
cer. He was 52 years old and
lived in Brooklyn with his
wife, Judith Reefer, and their
son, Theo.

Born onjune 2,1949 in
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania,
Burtis attended Episcopal
Academy, Yale College  (B.A.
Economics,1971), and
Harvard University (M. Arch.
1978) . As a founding partner
of Buttrick White & Burtis, he
helped build a firm that is
recognized for its commit-
ment to the architecture and
public space of New York City.
The colorful, sound-filled
environment he created for
Tower Records was at the
leading edge of retail design
in  1985. Over the next ten

years, he directed the design
of more than 40 Tower
Records outlets, including the
flagship store in Lincoln
Center.

Burtis also worked to cre-
ate functional space for edu-

AT  THE  PODIUJVL

cational institutions. He com-

pleted multiple projects for
the New School University,
including the School of jazz
and Contemporary Music. In
addition to commercial and
institutional work, Mr. Burtis
was active in the planning
and development of a num-
ber of affordable housing and
community projects. The
Carmel Apartments on Staten
Island are a paradigm of sub-
urbaLn order realized within
the budget constraints of
Section 8 financing. The
Edison Arms Apartments in
the Bronx, also built under
Section 8, anchor and ani-
mate the street wall along
Decatur Avenue. The Second
Street Day Care Center in
Park Slope, Brooklyn, played
a pivotal role in the revitaliza-
tion of that neighborhood.

Burtis is survived by his
wife, son, father, and two sis-
ters. A memorial service was
held on August 15 at the
Fordham University Church
on the Rose Hill campus in
the Bronx. Memorial contri-
butions may be made to the
Natural Resources Defense
Council, 40 West 20th Street,
New York, New York,10011.

Volunteer Opportunities
The New York Founda-

tion for Architecture's Learn-
ing By Design: NYprogram
seeks volunteers to conduct
two-hour design workshops
for young people at the 2001
CAJ\BTRUCTION. They will

guide 45-minute tours of the
can-creations and lead stu-
dent model-making work-
shops. Morning and after-
noon slots are available, week-
days from November 9-21.
For more information, please
call Maria Serrano of
Learning By Design: NY at
718-768-3365.

Brocklyn College Library,

renovation and expansion,

Bultrich Vvhile & Burtis in association

with Shaplp) Bulfroch Itichardson and,

Abbott Of Boston

Lobby, Theboud Hall,

Fordhain UrineTsity,

Buiirich Vvlriie &  Burlis

Tower Records,  Lincoin Center.

Bullrick While & Burlis

Auditorium, Center for ]arz and
Contemporary Music, Nevu School

University,  Bultrich White & Burds
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Architectural League president Frank Lupo began the evening
with a moment of silence in remembrance of the most direct vic-
tims of the tragedy and then told the crowd that "the new archi-
tectural vision needs to reaffirm who we are as architects, a com-
munity, and a city."

Then, City Planning Commission chairman Joseph P. Rose said
that (for once)  architects' views really were desired:  `The Mayor
wants to hear what everyone has to say." Rose went on to explain
that,  `The  degree  of  cooperation  I  have  been  seeing  in  City
Council  is  unprecedented,  perhaps,  in  the  history  of govern-
ment."

The  architect and chairman  of the  department of architec-
ture at Parsons School of Design, Peter Wheelwright, who lost his
office  and  home  of 21  years,  across  the  street  from  the  South
Tower, described his flight with his wife and his son's dog in tow.
`To run in every direction-north to the Towers, east toward the

Statue, south toward the Ferry Terminal-was to find oneself sit-
uated in a space charged with significance, and we did not know
what kind of attack we were sustaining."

He recalled commending a fireman on his work and getting
the answer,  "Heh, this is what we do. When others go out, we go
in."  It  made  him  question  what  it  is  that  architects  do-and
should do-and that question, with different answers than had
been typical in the past, became the main topic on the table as the
evening went on.

Architect Leslie Gill recalled her own  experience as a passen-

Joseph p.  Rose                             Peter wheehiiright

ger on the R train from Brooklyn. The explosion occurredjust as
the   train  was  entering  the  Cortlandt  Street  station.   On   the
assumption that a bomb had been planted in the Subway, passen-

gers were immediately evacuated-nco the World Trade Center
plaLza, where she saw how well it accommodated "the orderly exit
of people in ones and twos, with their arms around each other,
despite  the  chaos  above.  No  longer  was  there  an  infinite  sky
There were these thousands of papers flying around that looked
like gold leaf. But it was completely silent. I don't remember any
sound. Yet I knew I wasn't going to die, because after I thought of
the safety of my child and that of her father, I wanted Balthazar's
coconut cake."

`The heat was enough to buckle the columns," she continued,
"so one  [one who is an architect]  could see that this had been a

strategic  strike ....  The  buildings  were  standing  long  after  they
should  have.  That  the  plaza  functioned  and  the  towers  stood,
allowing people to leave, made me think of the human endeavor
that had gone into making them by so many people." She ended
admitting that she had gone to Balthazar three times that week
for coconut cake and had finally been told that they only have it
at Easter, so she knew she'd be around until then.

``As engineers of the World Trade Center, we have worked on

it for forty years,"  Bill Faschan of Leslie A.  Robertson  fe Partners
explained, thanking the many people who had offered support.
`The towers were designed to resist the impact of a Boeing

707  [a large plane at the time] . A 727 is heavier. The fire-resistive

Lestie Gil,l                                       Bill Faschan                               Michael, Sorhin



;tructures did not -and could not-withstand that amount ofjet
`uel,  but  the  structural  system  performed  beyond  our  expecta-

ions." Then, he asked the often-asked questions, almost rhetori-
:ally:  "Could  something  be  done  to  make  the  buildings  safer?
^7hat is the future of the tall building? What should be built on
he World Trade Center site?"

Somewhat  deflated,   the  usually  feisty  architect  and  critic
Wichael Sorkin spoke almost hesitantly:  `The risk now is not that

ve  do  nothing but that we  learn  nothing." Then  his  edge  and
Tumor returned: ``Our ambulance-chasing brethren are running
ifter the next opportunity. But this is not  a moment to do busi-
iess  as  usual-r  for  slippery  sloganeering  like  that  in  last
5unday's Ivigz{; yorfe T3.77c€:s /\4czgczz3.7te.   It is unseemly to revert back to

:ommercialism  or fail  to  question  the  billions  of dollars  being
nvested on that site rather than distributed throughout the poor-
3st neighborhoods in the city."

One of the heroes of recent events, William Prevatel, an archi-
ect who hitched a ride on a ConEd van to get to Ground Zero to
ielp, dared to speak about the unspeakable-being prepared for
`the next time." He described his often-thwarted efforts to assess

he stability of nearby buildings during the 66 hours he spent in
ust six days, circumnavigating the site four times. And, he offered
:onstructive criticism of the rescue effort in the name of greater
)reparedness, as one of the few who   had the experience to do
o-and the right.

Even Skidmore, Owings 8c Merrill chairman Marilyn Taylor was

Willi,cam prevatel                               Mchlyn Taylor                                   Ri,ch Bell

subdued as she  described  the way her firm  had returned  to  its
offices at 14 Wall Street less than a week after the evacuation. She
said  it was  "not a time  for specifics but for collective  creativity."
But her usual enthusiasm surfaced as she talked about the oppor-
tunity ``to help make  the  civic realm matter,  to show design  can
matter. "

AIA New York Chapter executive director Rick Bell read from
a poem by George Bradley that began, ``Gorgeous things had fall-
en ..., "  before  he  explained  the  work  the  Chapter's  volunteer
Action Committee had already begun to do, in partnership with
numerous other organizations (see page 30). ``In the short term,

providing building assessments and planning services and aiding
families of people who were  there,  and  dealing with  long term
economic and development issues confronting the City."

``A moment two weeks ago changed our lives in ways we can-

not imagine, with memory of horror beyond belief, but we can-
not  let  it  take  away  our  larger  obligation  to  dream  a  dream,"
Harry Cobb said.

Susana Torre offered the most specifl suggestion:  `To build or
not  to  build  is  not  the  question ....  Build  we  must,  including
memorials. But this is a district that has changed a great deal in
the  last  forty  years.  It  now  includes  residential  development,
recreational open spaces, museums. To commit to a larger tower
would be a failure of vision. The new criteria must acknowledge
that New York is a world center to all kinds of communities, not

just the financial ones. The proposed new Guggenheim, unless it

Hany cobb                                 Susana Torre                             Hugh Hardy
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is rethought, will  be  perceived  as an  icon  of American  cultural
imperialism. We need to build a world arts center, for all cultures.
It would include a commercial tower of appropriate height. The
architect could be chosen in an international design competition
or the commission could be offered to Frank Gehry."

`Cwe have a sort of double task," the indomitable Hugh Hardy

exclaimed.   "We  have   to  make  a  better  city,  because  we   are
suddenly those who can make it happen. All the connections that
were  missing,  we  can  do  now.  We  must insist  that we  make  an
extraordinary place. Lower Manhattan never had a place of cele-
bration; we need a better place to gather again."

As  chairman  of  the  national  AIA  Committee  on  Design,
Wendy Evans Joseph explained that she had been answering ques-
tions from journalists from  the  moment of the  attack.  ``All  the

people are looking at us to see what we are going to do. The more
I field  the  calls,  the  more  I worry," she said.  `Cwe  need  to  think
more about what to do. Be quick to help the victim and slow to
decide what to do."

Reinhold  Martin,  a  writer  and  teacher,  described  the  World
Trade Center as ``paradoxical, at once a monument to global cap-
italism and a monumental abstraction." He spoke of "a grief that
does not go away. Although our world changed, Jfecworld did not.
Symbolism and extreme violence are old stories. Something that
was on the outside has appeared on the inside. Regardless of what
happens in Lower Manhattan, the bubble has burst."

"Our power rests not only in the grand statement," architect

and codirector of the Design Trust for Public Space Claire Weisz
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observed.  "Architects  are  experts  at asking  hard  questions.  We
are  trained  to  be  critical  of givens.  There  are  problems  to  be
solved on every level in this city. We can make innovative changes
in the way we build."

Van  Alen  Institute  director  Raymond  Gastil  said,  `The  most
important thing about the World Trade Center was not looking
at it but looking out from it-the astonishing view of New York
and its harbors. Much of New York is about life on the street, but
it is also about the big picture. What that view encompassed is still
there.  Downtown  is  still  there.  The  harbor  is  still  there.  The
Statue   is   still   there.   Brooklyn   is   still   there.   Midtown   is
still there .... "

"When Berlin was bombed by the Allies, the rubble that was

the entire city was moved to the periphery. It's called `the devil's
mountain,"  noted  Diane Lewis, an  architect  and  Cooper  Union

professor.  "When I taught in Berlin, I thought it would be inter-
esting  to  build  an  Acropolis  there ....  When  Le  Corbusier  built
Ronchamp,  he took a little church  that had been bombed and
built it into the walls." She believes,  "the question of the physica]
replacement-the broken teeth-is not as important as the pro-

gram." She proposed drawing on Le Corbusier's design for the
United Nations for inspiration.  She also discerned, surprisingly
in recent Presidential rhetoric, a hint of a "new sobriety reminis.
cent of the Vietnam  era." It gave  her hope  that  ``the  small-scale
humanism of the 1960s might prevail."

Kevin Kennon, formerly of Kohn Pedersen Fox, said,  ``My fear
is that we're all going to speak the way we normally do when whal

We'ndy Evens Jose|)h                         Reinhold Martin                             Claire weisz                               REymond Gastil                                Diane I.als                               Kevin Kennon



photo  Jayne  Merkel

discipline," Cooper Union faculty member Diana Agrest said what
many had thought but not dared to mention.  `The most impor-
tant thing about the  towers was  the  space  between  them.  They
had a terrible base, terrible urban condition, and, as conceived,
a lack of poetry.  (They acquired the poetry afterwards.)  I think
they also  symbolized a terrible  alienation  in  our society.  People
were like little ants working in there."

Jay Walter, an architect in a small private practice, came to the

podium to say, "I was very disturbed in reading some of the com-
ments of the architectural community on  the rush to rebuild.  I
think we should have enough pride in our society that we should
not have to demonstrate our power."

An   architect  who   is  principally  concerned  with  worship
spaces,  Bonnie Roach,  recalled  a recent  conversation  with  some-
one  at  the  Harvard  Divinity  School  who  said,  "Of course  you
know, architects are the ministers of our time."

The  Secretary of the Structural Engineers Association,  Vicki
Arbitrio, said, "We want to thank Les Robertson who had done so
much so that the towers stood so long."

In  an  almost opposite  response,  Joan Mullond, suggested  that
feng shui be considered in the construction of any future building.

No one suggested doing business as usual.

is needed is  a thoughtful discourse." Having heard what, under
any other circumstances, would be good news-that a project of
his in Queens West had been activated, he said, ``I'm worried that
in  the  pressure  to  rebuild,  our  normal  process,  with  adequate
time  for  design  and  community  opinion,  will  get  swept  away."
Like  others,  he  argued  for  "coming  together  as  a  group  and
learning what we feel  as New York architects.  I  believe  this  is  a
time to listen."

Landscape  architect  Ken  Smith offered  bittersweet  recollec-
tions. ``1 livejust four blocks north of the World Trade Center; my
office is two blocks away. And I think there wasn't a day when I
wouldn't go home and look at those towers and be glad I lived in
this city. They had no discernible scale. That's what I loved about
them. They were a measure of something larger than ourselves.
But  then,  after  the  attack,  discernible  scale  appeared  in  the

papers and bodies."
`Cwe owe to Les Robertson the survival of St. Paul's Chapel,"

architect  and  director  of the  historic  preservation  program  at
Columbia,   Paul  Byard,  began.   "What  is   the   role   architecture
should play in what gets done? The architecture we should argue
for will not be a return to where we were on that fateful moment
on September 11."

The new dean of the architecture school at Cooper Union,
Anthony Vidler, said, ``No architecture can be designed for such an
event. It's time to think about what architecture has done for us
in the past."

After reminding everyone that "architecture is a humanistic

A {ull  transcript  o{ the  event  is  available on  the  Archltec{ural  League  website at

wwwarchleagueorg, commentarles (rom other members o{ the New York archltectural

community are posted on the Chapter website a{ wwwaiany.org under the Oculus banner

Readers are Invited to send  their own comments {o howell_iohn@jpmorgan.com.

Diana Agresl                                   Bormie Roach                               Vichi Arditrio
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AROUND  THE  CHAPTER

In the wake of the Attack on America, sad reminiscences, suggestions, am
offers of help have been pouring in to New York architects from all over th
world. We reprint a small sampling below as an Off the Cuff.
``1 look out of the elevated

F train on my way to work to
see the WTC Towers, and
they are not there. I gaze
down West Broadway to see
the skyline of the city
anchored by those great struc-
tures, and they are not there.
It is surreal, a nightmare
come to life. Most tragically
we have lost thousands of fel-
low New Yorkers, but we have
also had obliterated from our
living environment, in the
most violent way imaginable,
visual architectural symbols
which were part of our every-
day experience, and which
contributed to our identity
and sense of security. At this
moment there exist no dis-
tinctions between rich and

poor, black or white, Chris-
tian, Moslem, Hindu orjew,
the governed or governing.
There is only a People, as dis-
tinct as any in history, doing
what it must...to survive with
dignity.... But this is New York

City which through the dyna-
mism, tolerance, and rich
diversity of its people will con-
tinue to be what it always has
been for the population of
the entire world, a place to
live a creative and prosperous
life, to achieve excellence and
to experience the very best, as
a free human being. At this
moment this is my place,
there is no other place I
would rather be. ''
Theo. David Architect

``If there was ever anything

that proved the potency of
architectural symbols, this was
it. How sad that so many peo-

ple died in the proof. " Sara
Elizabeth Caples and Everardo

Jefferson
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`qhe things that at this parti-

cular moment we may consid-
er vulnerabilitiesHonspicu-
ous density and diversity in
our social and urban fabric-
will ultimately be what will
heal and protect New York
City and elsewhere in the
future. I hope we maintain
the confidence to build
broadly, proudly, and well. "
Chris Choa

`trhe terrorists' decision to

target specific buildings for
their attacks reminds us that
architecture can embody pow-
erful cultural messages. Our
best response as architects to
this tragedy is to reaffirm civi-
lized values by renewing our
efforts to create a built envi-
ronment which is beautiful,
well{onstructed, and pur-

poseful. "  Donald Rattner

`6To see ideas like this  [a pro-

posal by Cfustavo Bonevardi
andjohn Bennett to recreate
the silhouettes of world
Trade Center towers with 80
high intensity laser lights]
being shared over the
Internet speaks volumes
about how people's will and
need to build dreams defies
adversity. I hope that a refine-
ment of this idea comes to

pass. We need to light up the
reconstruction. Let the ghosts
of the Twin Towers and of
those lost giant Buddhas
stand guard. " Claire Weisz

Craig Konyk sent this statement

clipped from an E-mail from
a German architect and col-
league:  "Please stay in touch,
we all must continue to act

justly and fairly and to protect
our collective innocence which
sustains creativity.... "
Professor Hermann Klein-AIIekote

"Architecturally and cultural-

ly, this is clearly the end of the
era of the hyper-inflation of
image, surface, and the blur-
ring of architecture with fash-
ion, shopping, and other cul-
tural ephemera. There will be
a return to basic issues of
architecture-structure , mass
and space. For a long time,
Le Corbusier's reminder to
architects about "mass" was
superceded by "surface." The
Muschampian obsession with
architecture as an entirely

personal, narcissistic, self-psy-
choanalytic pursuit seems
repulsive in the face of the
obligations of building for the

public realm. The shimmer-
ing, glass dreams of the
recent MOMA "Light Con-
struction" show reveal them-
selves to be as vulnerable as
ever. Security was never a mat-
ter of cameras and remote
surveillance. And the equiva-
lence of the "virtual" to the
"real" has been unmasked as

the media invention that it
always was. Despite the flirta-
tion of architecture with cos-
mology, chaos and string the-
ory, kicking a building will
really make it fall down and
kill people. We need less eso-
teric philosophy and more
thought about how human
beings and architecture inter-
act in the real world. This is
an event horizon of climactic
fimlity. The event has literally
hit architecture with such
impact as to remind us with
brutal force about what archi-
tecture is all about. The mod-
ern buildings have collapsed
while New York Telephone
still stands and the Empire
State Building survived its
intersection with technology
when a Br25 collided with it
almost 60 years ago. "
Alexander Gorlin

Toshiko Mori sent a letter fi-om

an architect friend who was
on his way to Dallas from Osl
when the disaste'£ occurred.` -

(a`-

The E-mail mes.sage he se+nt t
his family and fiiends after
having spent the night in
Gander, Newfoundland, with
thousands of other US-boun(

passengers on the night of th
disasters is posted on the
Chapter website:  `qThis is not
simply a matter of a proud
country defending itself
through its obvious military

power. Power through peace-
ful means and the continuin€
mitigation of cultural igno-
raLnce for all parties, both at
home and abroad, is the pri-
mary resource in winning a
conflict of ideology. " Craig
Dykers, an American who
directs Sn¢hetta, in Oslo,
Norway. His Alexandria
Library in Egypt, completed
last month, is exclusively fea-
tured in this month's issue of
Arc/?gfccft"e magazine.

"My personal instinct is that

the best way to honor the
dead is not to leave a hole in
the sky, but to rebuild. My

greatest hope is that the pri-
vate and public sector will
come together not to build a
fortress, but as open a projec
as possible, with a strong visu
al and physical interrelation-
ship of progran, site, infra-
structure, and transporta-
tion...recognizing that the
security of public spaces  is a{
much a management prob-
lem as a technological or
architectural one .... ''
Raymond Gastil



EXHIBITIONS

Through October 15
Rooms with a View:
Landscape and Wallpaper

T#er;iff#:r]a#gz3#3ffiognMusoum,

I::#n9ect:£#:usEsters
Arthar RDss Gauery
Buell Hall, a]hambla University, 212-
854~8165

October 4 - October 23
SHoP
The Glass Corner:, Pano'us School Of
Design
25 East i3th st, 2nd fa:, 212-229-8955

Through October 28
Architecture + Water
Van Aha Iustitwte,
30 W.  22nd St., 212-924-7000

TT2#m?n:otbhereEindscape:
Bushwick, Brooklyn
T4#7MM"£isdpona%f£%#Z935-3960

T#o8uhseN..#tl#::i4heBowery
The Neuj Yond Historical Society
2 W.  77t,h St.,  212~873-3400

Through November 28
New Connections: The Jubilee Line
Extension and Urban Regeneration
The Muwiclpal Art Sodety
457 Medison Averne, 212-935-3960

October 22-Dece'mbeT  14
Sendai Mediateque: A Project by Toyo Ilo
Columbia University
Col;unbia University
loo Iftel Avery Hall,
Broadray at  116th St., 212-854-3473

October 23-December  14
Nightscapes and class Buildings:
Photography by Erietta Attali
Col:unbia University
400 Iftel Aljery Hall,
BToedway at 116th St.  212-8543473

Through December  15
Modern Architecture on the Upper
East Side: Landmarks of the Future
New Ych School Of lnlinor Design
170 E.  70lh Sl.,  212-472-1500

Irk:¥f:oJra=uN%#i^u2s°e°u2m-.n
New York City

T#7:o5%ftvefta%ggn##:Museum
212-423-3500

October 18-January 6
William Becklord, An Eye for the
Magnificent
The Bard Gn-nd;uate Center for Studies in
ire Decprative AI-ts, Design, and Cultw-e,
18 W.  86th St.,  212-501-3000

I"ctl:#'J°o"I"D"e?ig6n,Part|V:1975-2000
T]Joueoife5ttT#A°#;::t#2%%sg.:fArt

212-879-5500

##i:/}#h¥it&e%u2r6eontheupperEast
Side: Landmarks of the Future

T%oyE%kts7Cohtoho[s:f]2n]ft4ff2P]es5tog8

:i,att#„tf:#v:?(-?4arde,romvienna
Secession to Bauhaus
c2oEaser;F%t!,#2:8a49D-gig;oMusoum

|%;%ct8shi¥.?8e2e].,ngy®ursellsens-mg
Museum Of Moden ALTl
11 West 53rd Sl.,  212-708-9400
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DEADLINES

November 12
Architects are irwited i,o apply for the
Armoid W. Brarmer Gn.ant lo support
"adranced s!udy in so'ne special field Of

architectw-al irowestigatio'n which will rrosl
Offecfroely co'ninl]ute to the prachce, teachr
I:rSfr%¥%:?*dAgif_ct_a#io?#Sifbseda#acej_Lof_

abfe from the AIA New Ywh Ch,apter, 212-
683-0023  exi,.  14.

November 15
The Amchcan Acnden;y in Rarne is
Pleased I,o a;rmotunce its 2001  Rarne Pri;ac
f ellouJship competitio'n. Si*rnonth ieho:ur
ships, which are inlmded for wad-ca;veer
professionds, are cowalhable in architecture,
landscape architectw.e and other design
folds. Fehows Pursue indeperidenl protects
at I,he Academy, and receive roo'm, boa;nd,
aSs]tou,fojSbaam#if2P_ogSor:##f%%op

gwidelirues and fwiher inf;o/rvrialon, please
visit the Acnden;y's websi,te or contact the
Ptrn°orF%,?eEPE%:%§trAeettw
10022-1001.E-mallinfo@oarome.erg,
call 212-751-7200, or send a fan lo 212-
751-72:2fJ.

Upcoming
Parmphlet Alchitecture, a diuisio'n Of
Primcelo'n A:Tchitectural Press, armo'u,nces
a juried conpetitio!n apen i,o any pro,ckc-
ing or asping architect to devdep a pro-
J##fh#:####rmunFtst#lp#rmahe#9#Saphen

Pa;rxphlet Architecture is intended i,o Tein-
vigorate disco'urse and ideas in architec-
i;are today. For ro're irifo!rvuntion, visit

#;P#npk#g;acth%ct2%9T859996%oC,°%t:ct
213.

February 1
TR±eSgyusNt:takt##!Bng!#aeAlfcorh_ktSte%Sa„Je

Integrchon Of Prach,ce and Education in
the Acadrm:y indes ar-chi,tectwe schools
with NAAJ3-accTedded degree progronus to
sulrndt eslabdshed prdyects. Visit their web-
site at uniJu).ncarb.erg for furtlur infotrmnr
ti'on.
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They All Got Jobs.
Who's left to hire, everyone has ajob! For architects employment is at an all time high. So how

can you find qualified candidates to fill your positions? The answer is CFA. For  16 years we've built a

job database of over 10,000 qualified professionals from entry to partner level. CFA conducts compre-
hensive portfolio reviews and CAD skill evaluations for candidates who are available on a per-project or

permanent basis. "CFA continues to provide our members with qualified professionals at critical times
in their project cycle," says Richard Fitzgerald, AIA/BSA Executive Director. CFA's job placement
counselors have years of experience in the staffing industry and specialize in the field of architecture and
buildingdesignscheduleameetingwithcFAifestomizeastaffingplanthatworksforyou

For more information contact CFA by phone at 212-532-4360 or on the web at www.cons4arch.com

Pratt Center for Continuing
and Professional Studies
295 Lafayette Street
New York, NY 10012-2722
212-461-6040
http://Prostudies.pratt.edu
Autodesk Authorized Training
Center AIA/CES Provider

MAGGI SEDLIS, AIA

The Sedlis Asher Group
149 Fifth Avenue, Suite 717

New York, NY 10010
phone: 212-777-5598

fax: 212-777-0384
E-mail: Thesagroup@aol.com

Consultants to architects
and owners providing

services related to:

project management
contract management
practice management

Architectural License Preparation
"The  Ba[tista Courses"

for new computer ARE

Institute of Design and Construction
141  Willoughby  Street

Brooklyn,  New York  11201

Telephone:  718-855-3661,  ext.17

TECHNICAL   EXCELLENCE   I    PRACTICAL   EXPERIENCE   I   CLIENT   RESPONSIVENESS

Providing
Engineering and
Environmental
Solutions
Since 1970.

Building in New York
should begin with Langan.

GEOTECHNICAL

SITE/CIVIL

ENVIRONMENTAL

WATERFRONT

S U Ft V E Y

Lan9an
Engineering  and  Environmental  Services,  P.C.

90 West Street, Suite 1510
New York, New York 10006.1039
TEL: (212)  964-7888   FAx: (212) 9G4-7885



Whcnt wall panel system offers

i€dyot[ap  eeBstees
dLunbmty end colors7

The   natural   plasticity   and   flexibility   of
concrete, combined with lifetime durability,

make precast/prestressed concrete a building
material of choice by leading developers.

Before you design your next project, ask us
to  show  you  an  even  better  way  to  build
using  precast  concrete  wall  panels.   Call
1-8004534447  today  for  a  FREE  e-card  or
visit   us   at   www.mapaprecost.org   to   lean
more about precast/prestressed concrete.

Committed to
educating others about   I.

precastrfurestressed con-
crete.

Call 1-800-453 -4441 fior your FREE e-card.

(DOJinhad (i:aae tBlmh
Marble-like  appeaITance  .  High  performance  masonry

Array of natural  colors and  multi-blends
Superior durability .  Cost€ffective  maintenance

Exceeds requirements of A§TM  CL90

illFRT=E±®unlIT!
Smooth semiiloss surface . Versatile applications

Unlimited  colors,  scales and  patterns
Excellent fire,  stain.  and graffiti  resistance
Long-term  durability and  low  maintenance

Qualifies  a§ sanitary walls

Ask for Claylon's cost-effeclive solulions I or yolir next proiecl!

1x.     +ill.,

cLAlrmN

P.O.  Box 3015

Lakewoo4 NJ 08701

I -8881452-9348

Petty Burton Associates
Professional Liability

Specialists

350 West Passaic Street
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

(201) 587-1900
(201) 587-1120 fax

An award-winning full service

insurance brokerage firm.

Call for more information

on our Profit Sharing and
Dividend programs designed
specifically for Architects

and Engineers:

•  Professional Liability

• Employment Practices

Liability
• Workers' Compensation
• General Liability and

Property Insurance

Arlene E. Petty, CPCU
apetty@pettyburtonassociates.com

Linda Burton
lburton@pettyburtonassociates.com

A/E Choice Brokers
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BESTISELLIN®  BOOKS

Rizzoli Bookstore's Top 10
As Of August, 2001

J. Modernism Reborn: Mid-Century
American Houses
Mi,chael Webb (Universe, Paper, $3 9. 95)

2. Stephen Ehrlich,
Joseph Griova;rmini (Rianti, cloth, $60)

3.  Modernism Reborn: Mid-Century
American Houses, Mjche/ Wedb
(Universe,  cloth, $55)

4. Stephen Ehrlich
J##}93)¢ovarrmin(RIanh,paper,

i.  Hip Hotels France
HSffgb$9t5:mpa(The-&Hudson,paper

6.  Hotel Gems of Italy
Robert P.  Schao'n (D Pubhcatio'rus,  cloth,
$49.95)

7.  New American House 3
ed. ]crmes Tralmie anrd lt Kin (`VIlalso'n
Chapiu, Paper, $55)

8. Arcllitecture Now!
Phihp ]odidio (Tiaschen, Paper, $3 9. 99)

9.  New York: A Guide to Recent
Architecture, 2nd Edition
Susamna Sin!f roan (Ellipsis, Paper, $ 12)

JO.  Hotel Gems of France
Robert P. Schaon (D Pubhcchous, cloth,

$49.95)

Urban Center Books' Top 10
As Of August, 2001

J. Architecture + Design NYC,

Marisa Bartohacc} (The _Understanding
Business, Paper, $14.00).

2. AIA Guide to New York C-rty, 4th
Edition,NR%'p#p8per§tt#ky(Thee

3. Zaha Hadid 1996-2001: Landscape as
a Plan,
ESt4C5:°oqoff:#]°3(EIcifoquis,paper,

4. Peter Zumthor
Ap+a#er:PSe6#.J9E5rtionuapanAlchiect,

5.  New York: A Guide to Recent
Architecture, 2nd Ed-rtion
S„usarm!ra Shefman (EIItpsis, Paper,
$12.00).

6. Privately Owned Public Space,
]erold Kayden (Wiley,  cloth, $49.95).

7.  Herzog & De Meuron 1981-2000:
Between the Face & the Landscape,
Ec[to##:#.8oifhaEdihon(EIcifoquis,

8. TWA Terminal, photographs by Ezra
Stoller'
(Princeton Arclwiectwral Press, cloth,

$19.95).

9. Projects for Prada Part 1,
OMA/Rev Koo[haas (Fondorhoiu3 Prade
Edi;zhoni, Paper, $60.00) .

JO. Architectural Guidebook to
Brooklyn,
Francis Mo!rro'ne (Gibbs Swath, Po;Per,
$27.95).
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The convention
and (radeshow
for design.
building, and
management
professionals

350 exhibits and new products
200 workshops including special
conferences on Women  in  Design, Health-
care  Facility Planning, and  Housing

Daily keynote luncheons and
"Big Dig" tours

Free admission to the exhibit hall
and workshop discounts if you register
by October ig, 2ool.

Earn
continuing
education
credits,
•®`"`,,a
;,",EE

Sponsored  by

fflE;RErfu
Boston Society
of Architects/AIA

iRE+tffiLELifet#--"

Career Moves
I Buro Happold has moved to
105 Cha.mbers Street.

I Gruzen Santon announces
that Austih Harris, AIA, has
become senior associate. Eric
Epstein, AIA, Jerzy Lesniak, AIA,

and Paul Naprstek, AIA, are
now associates. Mary A. Burke,
AIA, hasjoined the firm as
director of interiors.

I Perkins Eastman has opened
its fourth office, Perkins
Eastman Black Architects, in
Toronto.

I Carl Hauser, AIA, hasjoined
Hilliers Interiors Studio.

I The van Summern Group
has merged its practice into
Perkins Eastman Architects.
Marc van Summern and
Elisabeth Post-Marner have

joined Perkins Eastman as
principals. Also at Perkins
Eastman, Stephani Danes, AIA,

and Alan Schlossberg, AIA, have
been promoted to principal.

Jay Epstein, AIA, Peter Kastl,

AIA, Emily Kelly, AIA, Fritz

Morris, AIA, and Ruxandra

Panaitescu, AIA, are now associ-
ates.

I  Robert J. Miklos hasjoined
the firm of Ann Beha
Architects as a principal.

I  Kava Massih Architects has
opened a New York office.

I Einhorn Yrffee Prescott has
divided into two entities:
Einhorn Yaffee Prescott,

Architecture and Engineering

and EYP Mission Critical

Facilities.

I Joshua Chaiken has become
director of architectural
design for Swanke Hayden
Connell Architects in New
York.

I  Robert Vuyosevich has
become partner at Butler
Rogers Baskett. Karen Anne
Boyd hasjoined the firm as an
associate.

I H. Thomas 0 Hara, Architect
has relocated to 135 West
36th Street. The firm has alst
named Ray Macadeg an assoc:
ate partner and Zoltan M. Sar'
AIA, a senior associate.

I Kohn Peterson Fox has
named Stepheh Rostow and
Lloyd Sigal as senior associate

principals.  Brian Girard,
Bernardo Gogna, Jorge Gomez,
Jisop Han, George Hauner, Eric

Howe]er, Charles Lamy, Susan

Lowance, Ko Makabe, David

Malott, Michael Marcholini,

Methanee Massirarat, George
Murillo, Richard Nemeth, Shig

Ogyu, Ayhan Ozan, Thomas
Schlesser, Scott Springer, Christ

Stoddard, Jennifer Taylor, Mark

Townsend, and Ernesto Trindade

have been named associate

principals.

I Erie 8. Mullen has gone int(

private practice.



YOU HAVE QUESTloNS?

WE HAVE ANSWERS.

www.aelinsurahce.com

BEAUTIFUL   SHARED
WORKSPACE  AVAILABLE
Shared  private  office  in  NOH0  loft  building

Bright,  clean  space  3  adjoining  offices

Fully  renovated  &  professional  space

Kitchen,  private  bath,  conference,  etc.

Available  Dec.  1,  2001

Contact  Bill  White  212-533-4195

See  photos@billwhitephoto.com

PENTHOUSE FLOOR

Interior Design Firm

renting Workstations to

Architects/Designers.

Includes use of

Conference Room,

Copy Machines and

Plotter.

Call 212-686-4576

THE MISSINci  L(NK TBETWEEN  THE
AT€CH(Tee,TLITIAL WC)T€LD A ND
Tee,HNC>LC>CiYAPPuC,AT(C>NS

We have been a  part of the evolution of computers in architecture.
Our experienced  staff will  provide the following services to you:

•CAD  lmplementation
•Custom  CAD Training
•CAD  Manual  Creation
•Office Standardization
•Onsite  Consultations
•Rendering  and Animations

•Internet /  lntranet  Designing
•Network Creation  and Troubleshooting
•Database and  Custom  Programming
•Web Site  Design  and  lmplementation
•Experts  ln  Flash  and  Graphics  Online
•Renderings and Animations  Online
•Custom  Graphics Program Classes

Let  us T>e  YOLty  (wfo"flt'Low TechL^oLo9g  CcjvLSLtLtG{wts

CoVAT>wters  (w DeslgvL,   (L^c.

Aw AychttcctLty'C]L TCchvLOLogg  CowSLtLtLL^9  Ft"
Gil t>yoodwa5,  New Yoyle,  NY IC>C>12

Ph:  212j7L9-GC>15    F:  212j)7j)-GC>1G
Cowtac,t  M`LchGicL  Hoita  G}t  n^hoita@coMPLtters-Lvi-dcslgL^.COM

WATERCOLOR
RENDERINGS

11" x 17" (3n4 days)
$1,499 + tax

www.mayronrend.com
212-633-1503

Mayron Renderings

As reviewed in the
March 2001 OCULUS

(page 14).

On the Nature Of Tlings..

Contemporary American I,andscape

A7ic/z2./ccfw7i€,  by Gavin  Keeney.

Birkhauser,  184 pages, 8'/2 x 11,

309 illustrations,

115 in  color, cloth, $70

The   Department   of  Architecture
at    Parsons    School    of   Design,
a      division      of     New      School
University,   seeks   a   Director   of
the    M.Arch    Program.    This    is
a      full-time      faculty      position
intended   to   support   professional
degree   candidates   with   a   strong
background    in    both    teaching
design studio and private practice.
The   Director  will  work  with  the
Department     Chair    and     other

program   Directors   in   developing
curriculai.   strategies   as   well   as
interfacing   with   the   public   and
architectural      communities      to

promote a significant presence for
the Department. The Director will
be  expected  to  teach  one  12  hour
studio and one 6 hour seminar per
year.  Interested  applicants  should
send    a    letter    of    application,
curriculum     vitae     and      three
references  to:  Peter Wheelwhght,
Chair, Department of Architecture,
Parsons School of Design, 66 Fifth
Avenue,   New   York,   NY   10011.
Inquires   can   be  directed   to  the
Department    at    212-229-8955.
Parsons    School    of    Design    is
committed   to  building  a  diverse
community     for    learning     and
teaching.  AAAIOE.

New School  Unjverslty

Parsons School of Design
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COJVLJVLITTEE  JVLEETIN®S

October 1, 6:00 p.in.
H ousing Co"wittee

October 3, 5:30 p.in.
Publj,c Architects

October 4, 8:30 a.in.
Professional Practice ,

October 17, 4:00 p.in.
Roundt,able

October 17, 6:00 p.in.
H eallli, Facihti,es

October 17, 6:00 p.in.
ATchitects' Dialogue

October 19, 8:00 a.in.
Planning and Url]an Design

Senator Daniel Patrick Maynihan,
Hon.  AIA

Robert A.M.  Stern, FAIA
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AnouND  TliiE  cHAPTEn

WTC Action Committee
The Chapter has created  a
volunteer Action Committee
to help mobilize the planning,
design, and engineering pro-
fessions' response to the
World Trade Center disaster.
With representatives of the
Structural Engineers Associa-
tion of New York and the New
York Association of Consult-
ing Engineers, we are working
in close collaboration with the
New York City Partnership,
the Real Estate Board of New
York, the New York Building
Congress, the Architectural
League and many other orga-
nizations and individuals.

The most pressing short-
term goal of this effort is
establishing teams of archi-
tects and other industry pro-
fessionals to:  1)  provide base
building and building opera-
tion assessments in the down-
town area, 2)  provide pro
bono space planning services
for displaced businesses in
new accommodations or dam-
aged space, and 3)  assist with
the development of appropri-
ate temporary zoning and
code regulations to expedite
business recovery.

We have developed a
database of architects and
other professionals with
appropriate expertise in
building systems assessment,
environmental review, plan
review, building codes, infra-
structure, urban planning
and interim space planning
to accommodate public and

private sector requests for
assistance. And we are help-
ing direct contributions from
architects around the country
to the World Trade Center
Memorial Fund. This fund
has been established for the

purpose of aiding families of
World Trade Center victims
who served the New York
design and construction
industry, as well as rescue and
recovery personnel.

Our long-term goal is to
assist New York City and New

York State authorities with
decisions about plans for
rebuilding transportation and
infrastructure, development
of underutilized parts of the
city in all five boroughs, and,
in Lower Manhattan, balanc-
ing the needs for renewal of
office space and commemora-
tion of those lost.

Campaign Spirits
Late this summer, in order to
encourage discussion about
the role of the built environ-
ment and to raise the con-
sciousness of political candi-
dates about the relation of
design quality to quality of
life, the Chapter, the Archi-
tectural League, the Design
Trust for Public Space, the
Municipal Art Society, and
the Van Alen Institute held a
series of forums with the may-
oral candidates on the future
of `The Physical City."

As Chapter Vice President
for Outreach Peter Samton,
FAIA, who organized the
events, said:  "Politicians really
seem to want to talk to archi-
tects. We are a good constitu-
ency because we often offer
an early barometer of issues
that the rest of the public will
be feeling .... It is important
to let the candidates know
that a.rchitects can help them.
I think that we're off to a

good start in flagging their
attention."

The five designoriented
organizations will reconvene
with mayoral finalists this
month.-7:I

2001 State AIA Awards
New York architect

Barbara Nadel, FAIA, has been

given the Matthew DelGaudio
award for "notable compe-
tence in promoting the pro-
fession of architecture." And
Chapter executive director
Frederic Bell, FAIA,  received

the President's Award for his
contributions to excellence in
non-traditional areas of archi-
tectural practice.

Heritage Ball Honorees
The Chapter will present

its own citations for excel-
lence at the Twelfth Annual
Heritage Ball on October 30.
The President's Award is
bestowed upon individuals
who have made outstanding
contributions to architecture
and public service, in particu
lar to the urban landscape ol
New York City.

This year's President's
Award winners are Senator
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Hon.

AIA, Robert A.M. Stern, FAIA,

and Norbert Young, FAIA.

Senator Moynihan, a native
New Yorker, has spent his
career in politics as an exem-

plary advocate for good
national and civic design.
Throughout his career, he h2
used his position as a legisla-
tor to focus public attention
on design quality issues.
Recently he was able to gath-
er $100 million in new feder{
funds for the rebuilding of
Penn Station. He continues
to advocate for the federal
transfer of Governors Island
to the City of New York for

public use. Stern, a practicin{
architect and dean of the Yal
School of Architecture,
served as the first director of
the Buell Center for the
Study of American Architec-
ture, and now serves on the
board of the Municipal Arts
Society. Among other pro-

jects, he is currently continu-
ing his collaboration with the
City of New York to imple-
ment the design guidelines it
developed for the revitaliza-
tion of 42nd Street. Young is

president of the MCGraw Hill
Construction Information
Group, which provides edito]
ial coverage and industry
analysis for desigri profession
als. The Heritage Ball will
take place on October 30 at
the Waldorf-Astoria Grand
Ballroom.



In the wake o[ the World Trade Center tragedy and the destruction it

caused to much ol Lower Manhattan, our pro[ession has an unprecedented

opportunity to shape the future o[ the City. Much current thinking before

September 11 had [ocused on expanding major new development beyond

the traditional hubs oF Downtown and Micltown. This concept has acquired

a new sense o[ urgency. A symposium had alreacly been planned and this column written

before the attack occurred.

Once upon a time, there was a boomihg human settlement comprised of a series of

towns and villages scattered among parts of three islands and two peninsulas adjacent to

the harbor of New York. Because of the success of these towns and the burgeoning econol

my of the area, there was a movement to consolidate. In 1898, the communities of Brooklyn,

the Bronx, Manhattan, Queens, and Staten Island (then Richmond) united to become the

country's first metropolis-a dynamic, collaborative economic, political, and social venture.

New York City's economy, its institutions, its culture, and its people have become pre-

eminent ih the world. But the city has become a victim o( its own success. The boom and its

benefits have in recent years been concentrated largely in Manhattan, often to the detri-

ment of the islahd's sister boroughs and now also to the detriment of Manhattan itself. At

the start of this new Century, we are searching for ways to accommodate cohtihued growth

and more equitably distribute benefits. The obvious solution is to look again at a decentral-

ized model.

To promote this new model for fostering social, cultural, and economic growth through-

out the city, the AIA New York Chapter is hostihg ah all-day symposium on November 16.

One=Five: Creating a Multi-Centered City is the inaugural event of the Chapter's Center

for Architecture at Baruch Col[ege's hew vertical campus on Lexington Avenue and 25th

Street. We are very pleased to bring together many thinkers and to promote dialogue

about the form and implemehtatioh of a new mu[ti-centered model.

The symposium will examine initiatives across the five boroughs of our city, which are

intended to leverage future development of neighborhoods, commercial districts, and cul-

tural nodes. We'll address the Bronx Center Plan of 1993, which was a framework for com-

mercial, cultural, and sports development in the center of the borough. We'll hear about the

Brooklyn Academy of Music Local Development Corporation's plan for artslbased neigh-

borhood redevelopment including a major new arts library. Ih Manhattan, we'l] talk about

the development of the far West Side, and hear about a study that proposes a focus on

high-tech businesses rather than a stadium. In Queens, we'll examine the Long Island City

mixedluse redevelopment effort, including the Van Alen lhstitute's competition and the

Queens West waterfront redevelopment, ihcludihg a major hew project by Architectonjca.

In Staten Island, we'll take a look at the St. George Terminal Redevelopment Area, includl

ing Eisenman Architects' museum project and HOK Sport's minor league baseball stadiumE

For each panel, there will be a mix of speakers from the public and private sectors, plan-

ners, and architects.

As architects and as citizens of New York we must insist oh inte[[igent cjtywide planning

and promote the concept of a multi-centered city. Because I consider this subject to be of

such critical importance to the future success and livability of our city, the symposium is my

presidential initiative for 2001E I hope to see a sel[|out crowd.

"''[!jhiNI:i;,[j,'''';:i;,i,i:;I;;i:':';','j':'jjj'1`rm'1`,::','„,''ilF,::'',,':i''';I:''FTT,,I,,,,,'',I,''''';:'t,:'':'':::¢'i'`::'`j::`'\',,,1:;I:;(Ili't;,,::;,I;I,:,,,,M,,[jl',:;,1,;',,,::,,':,1,ffli`:::'':Th;j';\''\tl,'",'''tit:I:,;+''+';\|\j,,:;,;','',i,,'','„ii''`\'fl;i\L',''''''V\;,:,1,ji:'\rmj:||'!|!;:i#::,::',||}i:'

Long Island City
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OCTOBER/NOVEMBER  2001

110
\,\/e(l'l(,ill(IY

Dialogues on the Design Process
between Louis O]iver Gropp and

Mariette Himes Gomez
Sponsored by the New York School

of Interior Design. 6 p.in.
Arthur King Satz Hall,170 E. 70th St.

Call 212472-i5oo. $25.

Film: Trie Belly of ah Architect
Starring Brian Dennehy. Sponsored

by AIA New York Chapter's Dialogue
Committee. 5 p.in. Italian Cultural
Institute, Park Ave. and 68th St. For
information, call 683J)023, ext.  I 7.

Lecture: Sir Richard Rogers
Sponsored by Urban Center Books
and Phaidon Press. 7 p.in. Cooper
Union Great Hall, 7 E. Seventh St.

Limited seating. Advanced ticket sales
only at Urban Center Books,

457 Madison Ave.  212-935-3595.
$15  ($10 MAS members).

11
'1`hurs(I(ly

Wrfter's Talk: Alistiir Cordon,
Weekend Utopia

Sponsored by Urban Center Books.
A discussion of the transformation of
a beach front community from avant-

garde getaway to luxury vacation
haven. Noon. The Urban Center,

457 Madison Avenue, 212-935-9727.
$5  (MAS members free) .

Cohferehce: Assisted Living, New
Opportunities and Challenges

Examines the planning and financing
of housing and care for older people.

8:30 a.in.-3:30 p.in. The Graduate
Center, CUNY, 365 Fifth Ave. 212-

288-7620.  $115.  (2 CES per session) .

15
Monday

Lecture: John Brown on Noble City,
Civic Park

Sponsored by the New York Botanical
Garden. 6:30 p.in. The Urban Center,
457 Madison Avenue. For more infor-

mation, call 718i317-8747.
$18($16 members) .

Mo,I(I(ly

Lecture: Kengo KULa, Architect
Sponsored by the Columbia

University Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning and

Preservation. 6:30 p.in. Wood
Auditorium, Avery Hall. For more

information call 212-854i3165. Free.

15
M(,n(lay

Lecture: Peter Zumt'hor, Arch.rtect
Sponsored by Pratt Institute.

6 p.in.  Room  115, Higgins Hall
South, 200 Willoughby Ave.,

Brooklyn. 718-3994304. Free.

Conference: Housing the Next
Generation

Through October 16. Sponsnored by
NYU Law School . 8:30 a.in.-8:00 p.in.

40 Washington Square S. For infor-
mation, visit: www.nyc.gov/hpd. Sl 15.

17
W(,dn(,.s(I(l\

Design Dialogue between Louis Oliver
Gropp and James Stewart Polshek

Sponsored by the New York School of
Interior Design Lecture Series.

6 p.in., Arthur RIng Satz Hall,170
East 70th St. Call 212472-1500. $25.

118
'I`h,urs,lay

Writer's Talk: Andrew Alpern on Rosario
Candela and James Carpenter

Sponsored by Urban Center Books.
Noon. The Urban Center, 457
Madison Avenue, 212-935-9727.

$5  (MAS members free) .

Lecture: Zvi Hecker, Architekt, Berlin
Sponsored by Pratt Institute. 6 p.in.

Room  115, Higgins Hall South,
200 Willoughby Ave., Brooklyn.

718-3994304.  Free.

119
Frid(ly

Lecture: Farshid Moussavi and Alejandro
Zaera-Polo of Foreign Ollice Architects

Sponsored by the Architectural
League of New York and the Van

Alen  Institute.  6:30 p.in.  New York
Society for Ethical Culture.

2 W. 64th St. For more information,
call  212-753-1722.  Sio

($5 Van Alen a.nd League members) .

Symposium: GeoExchange and the
Architect

Cosponsored by CUNY Graduate
Center and   the AIA New York

Chapter. Daylong introduction to an
environmentally friendly biiilding
technology. 9 a.in.-5 p.in. CUNY

Graduate Center, 365 5th Ave. For
more information call 212-683-0023.

$195  ($125 AIA members and
students).  (24 CES).

20
S(llur(I(ly

Symposium: Practiinlly Green
Architecture

Workshop covering sustainable
design site selection, development

and  land design; building envelope
and configuration; building systems,
heating, cooling, lighting, DIIW, con-
veyance and equipment; renewable
energy, daylighting, GeoExchange,

and photovoltaics. 9:30 a.in.-1:30 p.in.
Contact: Continuing Education and
Public Programs, 212i317i}215. $115

($75 AIA members and students) .
(4 CES and 4 HSW) .

22
lMomlay

Lecture: Will Alsop of Alsop Architects
Sponsored by the Van Alen Institute.
6:30 p.in. Lighthouse International,

111  East 59th St. For required
reservations, call 212-924-7000, ext.

15. $10  (Free for members).

24
Wedne`sd(lv

Design Dialogue between Louis Oliver`
Gropp and Michael Graves

Sponsored by the New York School of
Interior Design Lecture Series.

6 p.in. Arthur King Satz Hall,170
East 70th St. 212472-1500. $25.

Lecture: Toshiko Mori
Sponsored by the Whitney Museum.
7 p.in. 945 Madison Ave. For infor-
mation, call 212i}77-WHITNEY. $8.

25
'1`lmrsdqu

Writer's Talk: Frances inorrone on An
Architectural Guide to Brooklyn

Morrone recounts t.he history of the
brownstone belt. Noon. The Urban
Center, 457 Madison Avenue, 212-
935-9727, $5  (MAS members free) .

Lecture: Lindy Roy
As part of the Pratt Lecture series,

6 p.in.  Room  115, Higgins Hall
South, 200 Willoughby Ave.,

Brooklyn. 718-3994304. Free.

30
'l`1lpsd,ay

A[A NEW YORK CH-APTER EVENT
Heritage Ball, "Center for Architecture:

Building Alliances for Tomorrow"
Waldorf-Astoria, 301  Park Avenue, 6
p.in. For more information, call Patty

West, 212-683J)023 ext.14. $500.

31
Wf'`/,?c```t,

Lecture: Stanley Tigerman
Sponsord by Pratt Institute. 6 p.in.

Room 115, Higtlns Hall South,
200 Willoughby Ave., Brooklyn.

718-3994304. Free.

Conference: Leaning
Ehvjrorlments that Sustain

Through November 2. 8 a.in.
Sponsored by the AIA New York

Chapter Committee on Architecture
for Education and the Committee on

the Environment. Roosevelt Hotel,
Madison Ave. at 45th St. For more
information, calljames Gaines at

202-626-7464. $475  (18 HSW CES) .

NOvEMBEn

I
'1`hur`stlay

Writer's Talk: Ed Bergman discusses
the Spiritual Traveler

A discussion of the architecture of
New York's sacred spaces. Noon. The
Urban Center, 457 Madison Ave. 212-

935-972. $5( MAS members free) .

a
TI.ursday

Student Moderated Conversation
with Deborah Berl(e

Sponsored by Parsons School of
Design Department of Architecture.

6:15 p.in. 25 East 13th St., 2nd fir. For
information call 212-229i}955. Open

to public, but Parsons students,
alumni a.nd faculty seated first. Free.

114
We{lnesday

Symposium: Creating Affordable Housing
With housing advocate Clara Fox

spekaing on her experience in pio-
neering affordable housing strategies.

Cosponsored by the AIA New York
Chapter Housing Committee and the
City University of New York..6:30 p.in.

CUNY Graduate Center, 365 Fifth
Ave.  Call 212-817i3215 for details.
$10, $5 AIA Members.  (1.5 CES).

16
I,`rid(ly

Symposium: 1=5, The Multi-Centered City
Sponsored by the AIA New York
Chapter. 9 a.in.-5 p.in. Baruch
College's new Vertical Campus,

Lexington Ave. and 25th St.14th fir.
For information and reservations, call

Patty West, 212-683ro023 ext.14.
(Up to 8 CES).

For updated calendar information, visit the Chapter's website, at www.aiany.org
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